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GROUPS SURVEYED AND PROCEDURES 

OF DATA COLLECTION 

A major portion of the data used in the training evaluation constitutes 

survey data. A number of groups have been surveyed and several procedures' 

have been used to obtain the perceptions and opinions of these groups. 

Chart A.l contains information on groups surveyed and data collection 

procedures followed. One sees from this chart that much of the data has 

been obtained from questionnaires distribtlted in person. The procedure 

for obtaining perceptions and opinions from officers attending training 

programs (BCA Basic, BCA In-Service, Minneapolis Basic) was to distribute 

questionnaires to trainees during the training program. In this way the 

purpose of the evaluation and instructions could be explained to respondents 

and errors from misunderstanding could be reduced. 

Several groups were not as readily accessible as trainees and, hence, 

personal distribution of qu~stionnaires was not· feasible. The alternative 

procedures were mailing questionnaires to respondents or conducting personal 

interviews. The latter procedure has advantages in assuring high response 

rates, but it is very costly in terms of time and personnel. For large 

samples in which respondents were distributed throughout the state, mailing 

questionnaires was determined to be the only feasible alternative. This 

procedure was employed for the two samples of BCA graduates with post-

training job experience, the t'NO samples of supervisors of BCA gradutcs, 

and the control group of agencies with untrained personnel (Sec Chart A.l). 

The major disadvantage of mail surveys is the low response rate (50% returns 
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CHART A.1 

GroUPS SURVEYED AND DP.TA OJLLECrION PROCEDURES EHPLOYED 

"QUESTIONNlURE 
DI5TRIBlTrED 

s:.:crron OF' EVALUJ\TION GroUP SURVEYED IN PERs::>N 

A I3dsic Training Course , BCA 1976-77 trainees 
~vdluation and evaluation 1. pre-training survey X 
of training delivery 2. post-training survey X 
(Chapter VII, XII, XV) 3. course evaluation X 

BCA graduates 
1. six-month follow-up of 1976-77 

trainees 
2. graduates with three years of 

experience 

Supervisors of BCA graduates 
1. supervisors of 1976-77 graduates 
2. supervisors of graduates with 

three years of exper~enc~ 

Control group 
"' 1: agencies with untrained personnel .. , 

Trainers 
1. BCA full-time trainers X 

~1) 2. training officer subs ample of 
supervisory samples 

OCJ\ in-service course Intermediate Command course evaluation X 
o'/lIludtions (Chaptnr VII Crime Scene Processing course evaluation X 
~~i separate in-service 
reports) Refresher Training course evaluation X 

Basic Investigation course evaluation X 

Aivanced Investigation course evaluation X 

Educational Institutions Administrators of l~~ enforcement 
CChdptor III and IV) programs 

Training Acadcm1,ea Training directors of BCA, Hinneapolis, 
(Chapter II) St. Paul, and State Patrol academies 

YJnnedpoli a trclining Minneapolis 1976 recruit class eValuation 
Q\'l\lulltion (Qlilpter VII, 1. pre-training survey X 
Xlr, and separate 2. post-training survey X 
Xi nnodpolio rep?r~). 3. course evaluation X 
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MAIL PER:':ONAL 
gUEsr!O!P.-rp.IRE n.TER'TIE',T 
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X 

X 
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i's considered acceptab~e). To minimize this problem, a cover letter (from 

Carl Pearson, Executive Director of the Training Board) encouraging returns 

was included with the questionnaires and instructions,1 The name, phone 

number, and address of a project employee was included in case respondents 

had questions on the purpose or instuctions of the surveys. Also, a 

follow-up letter from Don Peterson, Director of the BCA Training Section, 

was mailed a month later to the samples of recruit supervisors to encourage 

returns from those who had not yet responded. All mail questionnaires Here 

sent to the head of the agency (Chief or Sheriff) \'lho was asked to distrib-

ute them to the appropriate persons and encourage prompt returns. It yTaS 

hoped that enlisting the aid of the agency head would increase returns. 

Response rates and representativeness of responses are discussed in a sub-

sequent section. 

Personal interviews ,,,ere employed for groups of manageable size. Proj-

ect personnel interviewed administrators of all vo-tech, college, and univer-

sity law enforcement programs to obtain information on students, instructors, 

facilities and costs. In this way data were collected on the two vocational-

technical institute programs, ten state communi~y college programs, seven 

four-year state university programs, and four private college programs. 

Data on certified training academies also have been collected in person 

rather than by formal questionnaire. Project personnel have ,,,orked closely 

with the BCA Training Section employees and continually have obtained infor-

mation on BCA programs. 

lThis letter ,,,a s not included for the sample of agencies Hi th untrained 
personnel since it was assumed that the Training Board would not carry so 
much influence \oli th them. 
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Necessary information on the Minneapolis, St. Paul, and State Patrol aca-

demies as well as on the special driving course at St. Cloud has been 

obtained in personal or phone conversations. 

In-addition, informal sessions were held with trainers to obtain their 

perceptions of various aspects of peace officer training that were not 

collected systematically by questionnaires. 

All survey data are subject to some error, and each procedure minimizes 

or maximizes certain types of errors. Problems with particular sets of ques-

tions are mentioned in sections of the report in which the data are analyzed. 

In general, some major problems associated with data collection procedures 

used in the training evaluation have been minimized. Distribution of ques-

tionnaires during the training programs and support of the training staff 

ensured virtually 100% response rates for these surveys. Procedures mentioned 

above apparently contribut.ed to' unus~ally high return rates for mail ques-

tionnaires. The types of data obtained f.rom interviews, especially vlith la,v 

enforcement program administrators, were mostly factual and not likely to be 

biased by reactive errors or a desire to withhold or' distort information, 

although it is possible tha.t program enrollments may have been inflated. 

It vTaS expected that the most likely general spurces of bias in the 

survey data would be two. First,. certain response sets might be likely if 

respondents suspected that result~ ~ not anonymous and ~nfidential. 

For example, recruits would be likely to rate the training program highly 

if they felt trainers or agency supervisors might see their responses. 

Supervisors might be less critical of programs if they felt the Training 

Board or th.e Crime Commission (a major source of funding) might read re-

sponses. Second, biases in response rates particularly for mail 
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questionnaires (i.e., certain types of persons 
are more or less likely 

to return questionnaires) ld d cou pro uce systematic error in the data. The 
latter problem would mean h d t at ata obtained on a group would not be rep-
resentative of the opinions and perceptions of that 

group. The following 

two sections address these two sources of. error in more detail. 

CONFIDENTIALITY AND ANONYMITY 

In order to maximize the accuracy of responses as well as to ensure 

the legality of the research . 
. , l.t was necessary to assure respondents .that 

all data obtained wo'uld· . remal.n anonymous and confidential. Recipients of 

all questionnaires were assured that their answers would be 
both ano~ymous 

and confidential. The following examples are .typical of the assurance 

provided on questionnaires. 

ous. 

Please enter the last four. digits on your Social Security number 
in the space marked "ID Number." This number is f 
ma~ching ~nformation on this form with that on oth~~ ~~~~~:~~_Of 
nal.res ~hl.ch we may ask you to complete in the future. No at
temp~ wl.ll be made by any agency to use this number to identify 
you or any reason. This data will be used for statistical ur
~~ses ~nly, an~ your responses will remain completely anonym;us. 

rom l.nstructlons on BCA Basic Pre-Training Survey) 

You need not identify y.o~rself on this questionnaire. all re
sponses will remain completely anonymous. Belo~v yOU' will see a 
code for region and distance from the metropolitan area. This 
code. tells us from which region and from how far a~vay the re
turnl.ng questionnaire is.from. The purpose of this code is to 
:nsure equal representatl.on b.et~veen different regions of the 
tate and also to ensure that. opinions are representative of 

outstate areas as 'veIl as the metro area. (From Supervisory 
Questionnaires) 

Since no names were request d . e on questlonnaires, responses wer e anony .. 

Also with no means of ide t'f' th d n ~ ylng e repon ent, all questionnaires, 

were in principle, confidential. This is true of all in-service question-

naires, the sample of officers with three f years 0 post-training job 
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d the sample of supervisors of BCA graduates >-lith three years experience, an 

of experience. These questionnaires contained no name nor any identifying 

piece of information. 

However; the problem of confidentiality did arise with survey data on 

the 1976-77 BCA Basic trainees because of the need to match questionnaires 

and coded data. The following information was collected on BCA 1976-77 

recruits: 

i.' 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

Pre-training questionnaire 
Post-training questionnaire 
End-of-course evaluation , 
Six-month follO't·r-up questionnaire mailed to 
recruits in classes #54, #55, #56, and #57 
(other classes did not finish in time for 
recruits to have six months of job experience) 
Supervisory evaluation of recruits '.1i~h six 
months job experience (the same agenc~es that 
received the six-moltth follo>-l-up as '\olell as 
those 'toTi th Alexandria graduates from BCA 
class #68) 
Coded data on background variables and test 
scores 

. on each recruit for research It was valuable to match this informatlon 

purposes. For example, matched information enabl~s one to see if recruit 

change after training or job experience, ow ac gr opinions h b k ound variables 

, . , evaluations of recruit relate to opinions and perceptions, hO'tv superv~sors 

relate to training performance (test scores), alld to probe job performance ~ . 

Would remain unanswered if the six types of' data many other questions th~t 

listed above remained separate an unmatc e • 'd' h d Matching thus required an 

identifying piece of information other than the 

to provide the last four digits of their social 

name. Recruits \'1Cre asked 

security number since this 

'\olOuld be a number they ,.;rould remember from survey to survey. If a recruit 

had a social security number ~ end .f1lg in "1234", then he "ras asked to put this 

completed, and his supervisor who was later number on all questionnaires 
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• I ~. ~ mailed a questionnaire was asked to evaluate the performance of his recent 

recruit with a social security number ending with "1234." Data from all 

these questionnaires would have the LD. number of "1234" and then could 

be matched for statistical purposes without ever identifying a name. 

Names were identifiable for one step. Therefore special precautions 

were followed. It was desirable to collect from the BCA training 'files 

information on training performance and some background characteristics 

not obtained through ~uestionnaires. To avoid identifying individuals and 

potentia~ly destroying promised anonymity, LD. numbers rather than names 

were recorded with test scores and background data. Project personnel 

could then match the coded data to questionnaire data by a number without 

knowing the name involved. Project employees do not knO'tv the identHy of 

individuals being analyzed and no agency has access to project data. 

This process of identifyini questionnaire data for purposes 'of statis-

tical analysis while retaining anonymity and confidentiality did not ensure 

that all data could be matched. Respondents retained the option of provid-

ing no I.D. number either on the questionnaires or for their personnel data 

in the BCA files. For each, class there are som~ questionnaires that could 

not be matched to others. Hence analyses requiring matched data are based 

on a sample size smaller than the total number of respondents. Figure A.1 

depicts the matching process. In .the first two cases, the recruit has 

provided an I.D. number on all questionnaires (#1234 and #5678). In the 

third case, the recruit gave no LD. number on the pre-training survey and 

~) ,1 
hence those data cannot be matcH 'to any other. In an analysis of 

lThis means that this recruit's other questionnaires also cannot be 
matched to each other so long as he continues to provide 110 LD. 
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• J pre-train:h1g data, one would have three cases in this example, but if one 

were to assess change in recruit opinions betwe~n the pre-training survey 

and follow-up, there would be only two cases to analyze. 

In one other instance, names of recruits were identified but confiden-

tiality was not threatened. For the follow-up, three-year experience, and 

supervisory questionnaires it was necessary to obtain the names of BCA 

graduates and the agency from which they were trained in order to mail 

questionnaires to respondents. ECA files contain a list of recruits '-lith 

their agency for each class which is kept separate from personal data con-

tained in the files. i~ames and addresses readily could be obtained without 

seeing any confidential data. 111. some cases it was necessary to locate a 

graduate who obtained employment after training (e.g., graduates in class 

#68 for Alexandria students. not yet employed) or :who changed employment .. 

In these cases, project personn~l sent names to the Training Board, its 

employees located the current address from their files, and they sent the 

new address back to the project. 

In sum, procedures followed by the project have assured the confiden-

tialityand anonymity of responses. Assurances·of anonymity should help to 

obtain less biased answers than if respondents feared that others might see 

their responses. The experience of those handing out questionnaires was 

that many trainees expressed concern over anonymity and even desired expla-

tions that their laD. number would not be used to identify them. On the 

other hand, many graduates and supervisors signed their questionnaires and 

apparently did not share such reservations. Ifuile anonymity and confiden-

tiality were kept, procedures maximized the data that could be analyzed by 

enabling the matching of most of the data obtained on 1976-1977 recruits. 
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SURVEY DATA SAl'lPLES: 

CRITERIA FOR SELECTION AND REPRESm~TATIVENESS OF RETU&~S 

The previous section dealt with error introduced through inaccurate 

response.:. to survey questions. This section deals with errors introduced 

through sampling. The purpose of this section is to discuss the composition 

of each sample and to assess how representative each sample and each set 

.::>f returned questionnaires are of ·the population ,.,hose opinions are being 

sought. As will be elaborated below, the relevant populations for the 

survey data analyses are Minnesota law enforcement personnel and lavl enforce

ment agencies. Since there are too many individuals and agencies in these:.

populations to survey all of them, one must select samples to represent them. 

'The technical issue involved is the ability to make inferences from a 

sample to a population. Unrepresentative sampleq can produce t,.,o types 

of problems. First, in describing responses of laVl enforcement personnel 

one wants to ensure that the sample described represents the population to 

'"I-Ihich one wants to make inferences. For example, if one 'Vmnts to summarize 

opinions of Minnesota Police Chiefs on where training facilities should be 

d d 1 1 pol~ce ch~efs ~n th.e metro area, conclusions locate an one samp es on ~ ~ ~ ~ 

based on that sample might not accurately reflect opinions of chiefs through

out the state even if each chief in the sample ans"Tered questions accurately. 

Second, when one relates variables in statis...ical analyses~ one Hants 

'to infer that relationships discovered in the sample can be generalized to 

the population. If the distribution of a variable in a sample is different 

from the distribution in the population, then inferences from the sample 

to the population could be inaccurate. For example, if one is relating 

size of agency to recruits' perceptions of training topiC importance, and 

if the sample overrepresents large agencies (i. e., the proportion of large 
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agencies in the sample is larger than in the population), then the ,statistic 

summarizing the relationship between agency size and perception might nat 

accurately represent the relationship that holds in the population. 

Readers should be aware that there is E£ procedure to assure sample 

representativeness in all respects. One strategy is to employ probability 

sampling, the most cammon example being random sampling •. Since inclusion 

in many of the law enforcement samples was dictated by the time of recruit 

training, random sampling was not feasible for this study. A second 

strategy is to select vari~bles of importance on Vlhich population distribu

tions are known and then to compare sample distributions to population 

distributions. This second strate;gy is the one employed belm.,. There is 

no way of knowing representativeness on other variables, however. 

Representativeness is discussed in terms of five variables~-type of 

agency (police/sheriff), region,1 size of agency, size of population served, 

and distance of the agency from the metro area. The latter four variables 

are all broken down by agency type for reference. Since different types 

of agencies or communities might argue that results of this evaluation are 

not relevant to them, it is 'useful to be able to' assess "lhether such agencies 

are adequately represented in the samples on which results are based. Thus 

these five variables were selected for the assessment of samples. 

Two points should be stressed for interpreting the result~ of the 

sample assessments. First, conclusions that samples ~ unrepresentative 

on certain variables should ~ lead ~ !£ presume that analyses of ~ 

lSince the Hriting of this report Region A has divided into Regions 1 
and 2; Regions B,C and G are now called Regions 3, 4 and 11, respectively. 
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samples ~ ~ worth~.hi1e. Instead, results can be used to suggest 1) 

how best to analyze the data, and 2) hOy1 best to interpret results. For 

example, results of this Appendix have been used to decide in "1hich analyses 

to include the two spring, 1976, BCA classes (54 and 55) with the annual 

1976-77 sample. Horeover, knm.ledge of the samples can assist in interpre

tati.on. An example can be found in Chapter VII where it appeared that 

supervisors might hold different opinions on a training delivery issue. 

Knowledge that opinion varied by ,.hether one represented a metro or outstate 

agency and knowledge that the supervisory sample contained relatively more

outstate personnel than the others, led to the conclusion that the difference 

found is probably a result of agency location rather than supervisory pos,i

tion. One could not. arrive at such a conclusion without prior knov11edge of 

the sample compositions. 

Second, a major pattern that emerges in analyses is the agree~ 

amon& law enforcement, personnel ~ ~?jortraining issues. In the majority 

of cases consensus emerges. This strong consensus reduces the number of 

situations in 'vhich unrepresentative samples could affect conclusions. 

POPULATION DATA 

One requires information on the relevant populations before sample 

representativeness can be assessed. Actually, two populations are relevant 

for this study. One consists of la'\v enforcement yersonnel and one consists 

of law enforcement agencies. '·lhile one generally "lants to conclude that 

results are representative of the states' personnel, representing agencies 

is equally important. The majority of the states' law enforcement personnel 

(and hence trainees) are located within or near the metro area. HOHever, 

the majority of agencies are outstate. It is frequently personnel of these 
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outstate agencies that are least satisfied with current training arrangements • 

Since training needs might differ by agency type, adequate representation 

of Minnesota law enforcement agencies in the evaluation is necessary. 

Several problems were encountered in collecting population data on 

these variables, '1hich imposed limitations of feasible assessments of the 

samples. First, accurate data on law enforcement personnel do not exist. 

The Training Board has received grants to collect thorough information on 

state law enforcement agencies and personnel but data are not yet complete. 

Although project employees did tabulate some information on numbers of 

personnel by the five variables mentioned above, it was decided that data 

were too erroneous to include in analyses of samples. As a result, population 

information contained in this section relates only to law enforcement 

agencies, although for some samples personnel rather than agencies constitute 

the relevant population. For example~ tables indicate hOH many law enforce-

ment agencies there are in each region but not how many law enforcement 

personnel. 

Tabulation of the total number of police and sheriff departments in 

the state was based on the 'Ninnesota Lm'7 Enforcement Directory, 1 '1hich lists 

by county each sheriff's office and all police departments. Regional and 

distance from metro area distributions were calculated from this list. 

\finnesota Department of Public Safety, Bureau of Criminal Apprehension, 
Police Training Section, ~nnesota Law ~i2Ecement Directory, Hay, 1977. 
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Data on population size were gathered by the Research Unit of the 

Crime Commission and from 1974 Netro Council estimates. These data include 

the size of the population of the town/city/county that each agency serves 

and the size of the agency in terms of the number or full-time S1'Torn officers. 

Use of the latter data entails two problems. First, population and 

size figure's are three years old. The 1977 Law Enforcement Directory lists 

123 more police departments than the 1974 Crime Commission figures include. 

Second, a number of agencies failed to report information so that data are 

missing on 92 agencies for size and on 25 agencies for population served. 

For these reasons, state-wide data on agency size and size of population 

served are contained in tables for reference only and are considered too 

1 
inaccurate for systematically assessing representativeness of samples. 

The following sections discuss each of the major samples for ·t-;hich 

2 
survey data have been collected and analyzed and assess representativeness 

of the samples to the extent possible given data problems outlined above. 

lSample data on these two variables 1vere coded from BCA files for the 
1976-77 BCA trainee and six-month folloH-up samples and are considered 
relatively accurate. For other samples, hOvlever, size of agencY' and popu
lation are based on questionnaire responses that could contain response 
error. These expected errors in sample and return distributions strengthen 
the argument for eliminating statistical assessments of sample represqnta
tiveness on these variables. Type of agency, region, and distance Here 
precoded on all mail questionnaires so that sample and return distributions 
are sufficiently accurate for analysis. 

2Discussions exclude in-service samples and Hinneapolis recruit class 
sample. 
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• J BCA BAS IC TRAINEE SAMPLE' 

Host of the survey data obtained during the training evaluation were 

collected' from recrui ts trained b th BCA f S Y ,e rom pring 1976 through Spring 

1977 • The first questionnaires were distributed to trainees at the comple

tion of BCA Basic clas~es #54 and #55 in Hay, 1976. Although questionnaires 

used for remaining classes changed considerably, a few questions remained 

comparable and the course evaluatl.;on questl.·ons 'd 'd remal.ne l. entical to those 

used in later trainee questionnaires. The BCA held a special shortened 

class fo~ Alexandria Vo-Tech graduates in the Spring 1976, and some data 

were obtained from these trainees as ~ell. Questionnaires were distributed 

to BCA trainees from Fall 1976 through Spring 1977 (classes #56 through #63) 

at the beginning and end of the training session. Thus, the total trainee 

sample consists of BCA clas,ses 1154 and 1155 (Spring, 1976), class #68 for 

Alexandria graduates (Spring, 1976), and 1976-77 school year classes #56 

through #63. Thorough and comparable data exist for classes #56 through 

#63, some background and attitudinal data as well as. comparable cou~se 

evaluation data exist for classes #54 and #55, and d~mographic data exist 

for class 1168. 1 

Tables A.l through A.4 contain information on agency t . . d' ype, reg~on, 1S-

tance from metro area, agency Size, and size of population served for the 

1Trainees in class #68 received the same attitudinal survey as classes 
#54 and #55. Lack of variance in responses led to dropping of most of 
these questions and to the creation of a revised questionnaire beginning 
with class #56. Alexandria students also completed a course evaluation 
but since class #68 was a shortened course, results are not comparable to 
course evaluation data from other BCA classes. Thus, demographic data are 
the only ones comparable to the other trainees. 
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full trainee sample and its subsets (classes 1154 and #55; class 1/68; classes 

1156 through 1163). State-"dde agency data on the same variables are included 

for reference, but representativenes? of the total' sample is not a relevant 

question here. First, assessment of the representativeness of the trainee 

sample would require population data on personnel (rather than agencies) 

. 1 
which are not available. Second, since some agencies are exempt from 

training, one would not expect that the sample of tr.ainees should be repre-

sentative of the state. Given the small community exemption, one would ex-

pect smaller agencies, in smaller communities, probably in areas farther' 

from the metro area to be somew-hat under-represented as appears to be the 

case from Tables A.1 to A.4. 

By obtaining data on a full year of trainees (1976-77), one could argue 

that the 1976-77 sample constitutes a population ,of trainees since everyone 

trained in that year has been surveyed. Chapter XV provides a through 

description of 1976-77 recruits w-ith comparisons to Alexandria graduates 

(class #68) and to graduates of previous years (three-year experience sample) 

to assess how typical this one year is. These points need not be repeated 

here. Of interest now- is whether including available data from other classes, 

especially #54 and 1155, distorts the total trainee sample so that it is atypi-

2 cal of an annual class. 

Distributions on the five variables for classes #5l~ and 1155 were compared 

1Since many trainees are from the same agency and since data are col
lected by trainee, not by agency, it is not possible to tabulate how many 
different agencies are represented in the trainee sample and thus, ",hether 
that sample would be representative of the state. 

2Alexandria class 1/68 is excluded because no comparable data (to be 
included in analyses) exists on these recruits. 
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~ AGE1\t;{ TYPE 

A Police 
Sneriff 

Total 

B Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

c Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

D Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

E Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

9 Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

10 Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

G Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

IDTi\L Police 
Sheriff 

'IOTl\!, 

c--, .. -,.,.' 

TOOLE 

. ... 

A.1 

BCJ\ BJ\SIC TRAINEE SJ\MPLE: DISI'RIBUITONS BY REGION AND J\GEr-cr TYPE 

J\GEIV::IES IN IDTAL TRJ\INEE SPRING 1976 ALEXJ\NDRIA CLASS 1976-77 SClDOL YEAR 
FOPULl\TION SJIHPLE CLASSES 1[54.55 #68 (El1PLOYED) CLASSES #56-63 

'fREgUSM::Y PEIWENl;1 'FREgUEN:.'Y PEUCEN'P 'FREQUEhCY PElWEN1~ 'FREQUE~.cy PERCENP FREgUEI>.cY PEIWWr 

46 07"/. 5 011. 2 051. 0 · , 3 01"/. 
12 02 19 05 4 02 1 04"/. 14 05 

58 09 24 06 6 07 1 04 17 05 

47 07 40 09 
, 

11 13 7 26 22 07 
7 01 11 03 2 02 1 04 8 03 .. 

54 09 51 . 12 13 16 8 30 30 10 

48 08 22 05 9 11 2 07 11 04 
9 01- 4 01 0 . 0 · 4 01 

57 09 26 06 9 li 2 07 15 05 

85 13 28 07 2 02 2 07 24 08 
14 02 21 05 3 04 0 - 18 06 

99 16 49 12 5 06 2 07 42 13 

99 16 28 07 6 07 2 07 20 06 
18 03 5 01 1 01 0 - 4 01 

117 19 33 08 7 08 2 07 24 08 

59 09 21 05 0 - 3 11 16 06 
9 01 6 01 2 02 0 · ~ 01 

68 11 27 06 2 02 3 11 22 07 

67 11 20 . 05 4 05 6 22 10 03 
11 02 14 03 5 06 2 07 7 02 

78 12 34 08 9 11 8 30 17 05 

94 15 123b 29 19° 23 1 04 103d 33 
7 01 57 13 13 16 0 - 44 14 

101 16 180 43 32 39 1 04 147 47 

545 66 287b 68 53° 64 23 85 211d 66 
87 14 137 32 30 ~6 4 15 103 33 

632 424. 83 27 314 

X2: 
Degrees of Freedom: 

Significance: 

CHI SQUARE TESTa 
CLASSES 1/54+55 l AJlr:~AL Sf111PLE 
'~ AGEl';CY 'l'YPE ~ 

.88 (+) 

2.65 (+) 

5.85 (+) 

3.10 (.) 

.02 (+) 

2.46 (.) 

5.85 (+) 

.21 (.) 

.15 (+) 

.36 22.09 
1 7 

.70 .01 
(o.q2 

d. Chi Square oquals E' , where O=observed vlllue and E=<Jxpeoted value. W+" indicates that the obsorved value was hig-her than expeoted 
and H.W indicateG that tile observed vlllue was l~wer than expected. 
b. Includes six recruits from state, county, or park agencies. 
c. Includoa ono recruit from sta.te, ,counly, or park agency. 
d. Includea five recruits from state, county, or park agencies • 
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~----------------------------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ TllBLE A.2 

OOA Bl1SIC TRAINEE SPJ.lPLE: DISTRIBUI'IONS BY DISTAI\~E AND J\GE~ 'lYPE 

AGEN8IES IN 'IOTAL TRAINEE SPRIm 1976 ALEXANDRIA CLMS 1976-77 SCHOOL YEA.~ CHI ~ti'AJ1E TESi.' 
DlSi.'l'~'CE FroM 

HETRa llJ1EA 
POPULI\TION SAMPLE CLIBSES /154-55 IIG8 (EMPLOYED) CLASSES #56.63 CLIlSScS #51-55/ 

AGENJ"Y TYPE 'FREQUEIJ:-Y PEr~CENT' jFREQUE~K.Y PEli'CEI·ri 'PREQUEN:]Y PEltCENI" FJ1EQUErcr PEIWENT 'FJ1EQUEN::Y PEi~CEur' ANNJJf;r, SAHPLst'-

Wi thin 11,ctro Area 

Within 75 1-'J.leo of 
Hetro Area 

75 to 150 Hiles 
From Hetro Area 

1'~r0 than 150 1111es 
From l,X:!tro Area 

'IOTAL 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

'IOT!IL 

94 
7 

101 

173 
31 

204 

140 
22 

162 

138 
27 

165 

515 
87 

632 

15"/. 123b 291. 
01 57 14 

16 180 43 .. 

27 55 13 
05 34 08 

32 89 21 

22 44 10 
03 11 03 

26 55 ' 13 

22 64 '15 
04 35 08 

. 26 99 23 

86 286b 67 
14 137 32 

423 

19
c 

231. 1 04"/. 103d 33"/. 
13 16 0 - 14 14 

32 39 1 04 147 47 

6 07 5 19 44 14 
9 11 1 04 24 08 

15 18 6 22 68 22 .58 (.) 

6 07 7 26 31 10 
0 . 1 04 10 03 

6 07 8 30 41 13 2.13 (., 

22 27 10 37 32 10 
8 10 2 07 25 08 

30 36 . 12 44 57 18 15.18 (+) 

53° 64 23 85 210d 68 
30 36 4 15 103 33 

83 27 313 

X2 : 19.15 '-
Degrees of Freedom: S 

Significance: .001 

(a_E):'. 
il. Chi Square equals __ J_, where O=obsorved value an:l E=expected value. ,.+,. indicates that the observed value was higher than expected 
and "." indicates thnt trio obaorvod val~le 11ua lO'der than expected. 
b., Includes six recruits from state, county, or park agencies. 
c. Includes one recrui t from state, county, or park agency. 
d. Includes finve recruits from state, county, or park agencies. 

~-----------.------.... ---------------------------.... ---.-------------------------.--------------------..... -----------------------------------------~ 
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TABLE A.3 

SCA BASIC TRAINEE SI\MPLE: DISTRIBurrol'S BY SIZE OF roPULATION SERVED AND AGEtm' TYPE 

" 

AGEN:IES IN 'IDTAL TRAINEE SPRING 1976 ALEXANDRIA CLASS 1976-71 scmOL YEAR CHI SQUA1~E TEST' 
roPULI\TION SAMPLE CLASSES 1154.55 1/68 (EMPLOYED) CLASSES #56-63 CLASSES #54-55/ 

roPULA1'ION SIZE AGEl\cy TYPE 'FREOUE~Y PERCENT I 'FREQUEM:::Y PEI~CEl\T 'FREgUE~Y PEIWENl" TIEgUEN:Y PERCEN'r CFREqlJl~r-r:y PERCE~il'1 A. "1NU AL SFu'-:PLE 

tess than 1,000 Police 160 331. 21 051, 0 · 3 111. 18 061, 
Sheriff 0 . 0 . 0 · 0 . 0 . 
Total 160 33 21 05 0 - 3 111, 18 06 4.62 (.) 

1,000 to 2,500 Police ~1 19 38 10 8 11'1. 6 22 24 08 
Sheriff 0 . 0 . 0 · 0 . 0 . 
Total 91 19 38 10 8 11 6 22 24 08 .55 (+) 

2,500 to 10,000 Police 93 19 82 21 18 '23 14 52 50 17 
Sh<:!riff 12 02 7 02 2 03 1 04 4 01 
Total 105 22 89 23 20 26 i5 56 54 19 1.97 (+) 

Y.ore than 10,000 Police 53 11 116 ' . 29 21 27 0 - 95 33 
Sheriff 75 15 131 33 28 36 3 11 100 34 
Total 128 26 247 65 49 64 3 11 195 67 .13 C.) 

'IDTAL Police 397 ' 82 257 65 47 61 23 85 187 64 
Sheriff 87 18 138 35 30 39 4 15 104 36 
}b Data 25 32 6 0 26 

'IDTlIL 509 42'7 83 27 317 

X2 : 7.27 
Degrees of Freedom: 3 

Significance: .10 

2 
Il.. Chi Square equals (O.E) , where O=observed value and E=oxpected value. .. +" indicates that the observed value was higher than expected, 
and "." indicates that ~he observed value was lo~,er than expected. 

,~1 _______________________________________________________________________________________________ -------------~.~~---------
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TABLE 
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I3C1\ DI\.'3IC TRAINEE SI\l1PLE: DISl'RIBUTIOrn BY AGEl'cr SI7.E AND J1rGF:~r;y TYPE 

AGBKCIBS 'IO'l'AL TRAIN'r;E sprUNG 1976 ALEYJ\NI:ilIA CLJ\3S 1976-77 SCIDOL YEllR 
FOPULATION SJIHPLE CLASSES 1154-55 #68 ( El-iPLOYED) CL,iSSES /I 55-63 

I\(;F'.~'CY' SIZSu AGElr:'{ TYPE FUEOUEl\'CY PE!WEN!' FI?EQUElCY PERCQ!£, FI?EgUElICY PERCEN!' FREqUElICY PEflCENr FREqUEl.c;y PElWEt.fl' 

1-4 Police 206 491. 52 12% 5 061. 10 37"/. 3" 121. 
Shariff 25 06 12 03 3 04 2 07 7 02 

Total 231 55 64 15 8 10 12 44 44 14 

5-9 Police 53 13 47 11 10 12, 10 37 27 09 
Sheriff 27 06 23 05 4 05 0 - 19 06 

Total 80 19 70 16 14 17 10 37 46 15 

10-24 Police 42 10 67 16 12 15 3 11 52 16 
Sheriff 25 06 41 10 9 11 2 07 30 10 

Total 67 16 106 25 21 25 5 19 82 26 

25-49 Police 23 06 61 14 14 17 0 · 47 15 
S'heriff 5 01 17 04 6 07 '0 · 11 04 

Tot 0.1 26 07 78 16 20 24 0 · 58 16 

50+ Police 7 02 62 0 15 12d; 14 0 - 50
e 

16 
Sheriff 4 01 45 11 8 10 0 - 37 12 

Total 11 63 107 , 25 20 24 0 - 87 27 

'IOTAL Police 331 80 289
0 

68 53d 64 23 85 213
9 

67 
Sheriff: 86 20 1~8 32 30 36 4 15 104 33 
No Data 92 0 0 0 0 

'IO'l'AL 509 427 83 27 317 

X2: 
Degrees of Freedom: 

Significance: 

0,. NUlrber of: full-time, s'lIOrn officors. 

CHI SQU,\Hi:: TEST 
CLrlS3ES #54-55/ 

l\1·::.:u,1lli SF}!PLS 

-
1.13 (-) 

.19 (+) 

.06 (-) 

1.71 (+) 

.26 (.) 

3.35 
4 

.50 

(Q.E) 2 
"+" indioates that the observed value was higher than expected, b. Chi Squru:e equo.1s - I where CPobsorved value and E==expected value. 

and "." indi.catos that the obCt:!rved vo.1ue ~,as lower than expected. 
c. IncludoQ eight recruits from state, county; or park agencies. 
d. Includes one recruit from ctato, county, or parl: agency. 
o. Inc1udp.s ueV<Jll rocruits from stato, county, or park agoncios. 
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to those for the 1976-77 annual sample and chi-squares Here calculated to 

test 't.,hether the distributions for the tHO samples Here significantly dif-

1 
ferent. Chi-square information is contained in the right hand column. 

The contribution of each category to the total chi square is included--the 

larger the number, the more that category is contributing to an unrepresent-

ative distribution. Also, the sign is included (+ or -) to indicate Hhether 

the category contains more or less cases than one Hould expect based on the 

annual sample. On tHO variables, a.gency type (Table A.1) aJ;ld agency size 

(Table A.4), the tHO samples appear similar, but the distributions on region, 

distance from the metro area, and size of population served differ signifi-

cantly. In other 'tvords, inclusion of classes #54 and #55 in the trainee 

sample would distort the larger sample so that it would not be represent-

ative of an annual sample of trainees on region, distance, and size of 

population served. Inspection of the last column of the tables indicates 

that the subsample of classes #54 and #55, in comparison to the annual trainee 

sample, overrepresents Regions B, C, and 10 (Table A.1) underrepresents 

Regions D and 9 (Table A.1), overrepresents persons in agencies more than 

150 miles from the metro area (Table A.2), and underrepresents persons from 

communities less than 1,000' (Table A.3). 

Since classes #54 and #55 do not appear representative of the annual 

1The 1976-77 annual sample (#56-1163) could not be compared to the larger 

mp le of classes ./t5l~ throuoh 1163 since the tHO samples Hould ~10t be inde-. sa Tr 0 • • f' f 
pendent, an assumption of the chi square test. A chi sq~ar~ ~~gn~ '~Ca1:c~ ~ 
.10 or smaller is taken to mean that distributions arc s~gn~f~cantly d~ffer:
ent. Chi squares are calculated on each variable separately. One can con
trol for. other variables (e. g., region, controlling for agency tyP:), but 
introduction of control variables reduces cell frequencies to a po~nt too 
small for chi square calculations. All Tables include brc~kdo,ms b~ age~cy 
type for interested readers, but no control variables are ~ncluded ~n cln 
squar.e calculations. 
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sample on several state characteristics, discussions of recruit character-

istics (Chapter XV) rely solely on data from the annual sample. mum the 

variables on which classes #54 and #55 differ are likely to affect statis-

tical results (e.g., in Chapter VII, region and distance from the metro 

area are likely to influence opinions on traini,lg delivery), the annual 

sample will be used but when the·variables have little expected impact 

(e.g., most course evaluation results in Chapter XII) classes #54 and #55 

will be included. 

BCA BASI,C TRAINEE SIX-MONTH FOLLOW-UP SMfPLE 

A subset of the recent ~ tra~nee sample "Tas chosen to constitute the six-

month follow-up sample. It was desirable to·select individuals from the 

trainee sample so that opinions and ratings from the follm'T-up could be 

compared to ata on ~ ~ d op~n~ons and training performance from recruits during 

the basic program. Four classes (#54, #55, #56, #57) were completed in 

time for recruits to ave ~ h S ~x months of post-training J'ob experience, and 

for the questionnaires to be completed and processed for analysis. All 

from these four classes and Hho still Here employed recruits Hho graduated 

six months later were included in the sample. 

. d~str~butions for the follow-up sample Tables A.5 through A.8 conta~n ~ ~ 

on the five agency and community characteristics. Since the sample is ba sed 

. included for reference only. on personnel, the population data on agenc~es are 

1 1 ld be ca lculated from mailing f agencies in the samp c cou . The number 0 1 agency 1.0. 
. A' th the trainee sample, ho",ever, since t lere ~s no ~ . l~sts. s H~ . " ossible to calculate number of agencJ.es 

coded for each tra~nee, l.t 1.S no~ p 1 collected aoency tabulations 
d · the returns ProJect personne < b d 

represente 1.n '(' t' ) but follow-up data were processc for the supervisory sample next sec ~on , 
before the value of agency tabulation was recognized. 
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Since the sample of classes #54 through #57 was dictated by the date of the 

class to enable six months of job experience, there is no assurance that the 

sample or returns are representative of recruits trained annually by BCA. 

The'distributions of the sample are similar to those of the 1976-77 

school year, although the distributions of the returns generally appear some-

what less representative. Chi-square tests ~ere calculated to assess if the 

distributions of follow-up returns were significantly different from those of 

a year of trainees on the five variables. 1 

Returns appear to be representatl.ve of the annual sample on size of 

agency (Table A.B), type of agency (Table A.5), and distance from the metro 

area (Table A.6). Return distribtuions are Significantly diff~rent from the 

annual sample on Region (Table A.5) and size of population served (Table A.7). 

Inspection of the last column of these tables indicates that Regions E and 10 

are overrepresented, Regions D and 9 are underrepresented and middle-size 

communities (sized 1,000-2,500 and 2,500~10,000) are overrepresented to the 

detriment of the smallest and largest ones. 

Two explanations exis~ for the differences. in return distributions from 

those of the annual sample. First, the follo"T-up sample might not have been 

2 representative of the annual sample. Percentages reported in the Tables 

indicate ,,,here sample distributions differ. For example, 07% of the annual 

lSince the follm-l-UP sample overlaps ,vi th the annual .sample (classes 
1156 and 1/57 are included in both), the samples are not independent and, there
fore, the chi-square test should not be used to compare these t,'lQ distributions. 
Returns, hm"ever, could be considered to be independent and hence, distribu
tions of returns can be compared to those of (either) sample. 

2 . 
The sample \Vas not randomly selected but :i.nstead determined by the 

date of the class. 
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TABLE 11..5 

I3Cft. nJl.'HC 'l'RAtNEF: SIXwf'ONrH FOLW~l-UP 8/\J.lPLF.: Dlm'RIBtmom BY REGION AND AG£I-r;y TYPE 

[IG!::I,t;Il:;S I!~ . ANNUAL 1976-77 FOLWi-lw UP S.I\.v.pLE CHI SQUflRE TESTa 
l{) PUl.l\'rI 0 il '1'?"HSI~ S/\l-!PLP. Cl.JI.!"::-;Sf) ,,51\ -57 FOLW:·!-tlP RETUR~'3 FOLl.m-l- UP RSTlJR:r-.:l A~;:::"~';L 8.;'\:1'L::: 

~ AGF:tCY TYPE 'FR!·:qu;·:r::~Y !JI-:liCEN1" 'F!?I~QUfo:~.cy Pl.;uCI~Nr Im1-;QU/::l\CY PEflCENf 'F1<EQUEN:::Y Pl~liCl~Nr' RESPOl\'3E RATE r" AG:;~;'::Y 'l'YP::: &&I2lL 
i 

A Police 46 071. 3 01'70 2 011. 2 02'70 1001. 
Sheriff 12 02 14 as 6 04 4 04 67 

Tol:al 58 09 17 as 8 as 6 06 75 .11 (+) . 
B Police 47 07 22 07 17 11 13 12 76 

Sheriff 7 01 8 03 2 01 2 02 100 

Total 54 09 30 10' 19 12 15 14 79 1.93 (+) 

c Police 48 08 11 04 14 09 8 08 57 
Sheriff 9 01 4 01 a - 0 . . 

.. - ~ . 
Total 57 09 15 OS 14 09 8 . 08 57 1.44 (+) 

D Police 85 13 24 08 10 06 7 07 70 
Sheriff 14 02 18 06 8 05 1 01 14 

Total 99 16 42 13 18 11 8 08 44 2.34 (.) 

E Police 99 16 _ 20 06 15 09 11 11 73 
Sheriff 18 03 4 01 S 03 3- 03 60 

Total 117 19 24 08 20 12 14 13 70 3.73 (+) 

9 Police 59 09 18 06 1 01 1 01 100 
Sheriff 9 01 4 01 2 01 2 02 100 

Total 68 11 22 07 3 02 3 03 100 2.57 (.) 

10 Police 67 11 10 03 6 . 04 6 06 100 
Shoriff 11 02 7 02 7 04 4 04 57 

Total 78 12 17 05 13 08 10 10 77 4.30 (+) 

G Police 94 J.5 103b 33 47° 30 30 29 64 
Sheriff 7 01 44 14 19 12 11 11 58 
Total 101 16 147 47 66 41 41 39 62 1.41 (.) 

'10TIrr. Police 545 66 21lb 66 1120 70 78 74 70 .61 (+) 
Sheriff 87 14 103 33 49 30 27 26 S5 1.69 (., 
IDl'J\L 632 314 161 105 65 

X2: 2.30 11.83 . 
Degrees of Freedom: 1 7 

Significance: ~ 20 .02 

(0-£) • 
~+" indicates that the observed va1ue was higher than expected, a.Chi Square equala E ' ~Ihere O=obcerved value and E=-<l'W9Cted vclue. 

~,d "-" indicatee that the obeer/ed value was lower than expected. 
b. Includeo five recruit::: froIn atat)?, county, or park agencies. 
c. Includes one recruit from otate, county, or parl; agoncy. 
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TABLE A.6 

SCA BASIC TRAINEE SIX.MJl-<TH FOLLOH. UP SJlJ.IPLE: DISTRISurIONS BY DISl'AKCE FOOM METRO AREA AND AGEKCY TYPE 

AGEN8IES IN ANNUAL 1975·77 FOLLOW-UP Sfu"IPLE CHI SQUliRE TESTa 
DISTAtJ:E FROM FOPULATION TRr,tNEE SAMPLE CLJI:3SES U54.57 FOLLOI". UP RETlI? l\'S FOLLO~1. UP RETURI'S/ 

l'ZT!?O J1J1SA Jl.GEl\'CY TYPE 'Fl~EqtrC;!\Y.:;y PE1WEl\T' 'FHEQUE W::Y PEHCEN? 'FREQUENCY PERCENI" 'FREgUE1~ PERCENI" RESroNSE RATE ANl\'UAL S.~.!,;pLE 

VTithin l~tro Jlrea Police 94 15~ 10i 331. ~f 301. 30 291. 5410 
Sheriff 7 01 44 14 19 12 11 11 58 . 
Total 101 16 147 47 56 41 41 39 52 1.41 (.) 

VTithin 75 Hiles of Police 173 27 44 .14 ' 15 10 13 12 81 
11ctro Jlrea Sheriff 31 05 24 08 16 10 8 08 50 

Total 204 32 58 22 32 20 ,21 20 55 .19 (.) 

75 to 150 Miles Police 140 22 31 10 
., 

18 11 13 12 72 
fro~ Notro Area. Sheriff 22' 03 10 03 4 03 2 02 50 

Total 152 25 41 13 22 14 15 14 58 .13 (+) 

V.,re than 150 Hiles Police 138 22 32 10 31 19 22 21 71 
from Notro ]l.ren Shf,lriff 27 04 25 08 10 06 6 05 50 

Total 155 25 57 18 41 25 28 27 68 4.38 (+) 

'IOTAL Police 545 85 210b 68 112° 70 78 74 70 
Sheriff 87 14 103 ' 33 49 30 27 25 55 

'roTAL .532 . 313 161 105 55 

2 X : 5.11 
Degrees of Freedom: 3 

Signific¥1ce: .20 

(O.E)2 
"+" indicates that the observed valuo was higher than expected, a. Chi &rc:,:tTe 0qualS -.-, - , wherc O=oboervcd value and E=e>:pocted value. 

and ft." indicates th'lt ~ro observed value was lower than e;.<pected. . 
b. Inc1udoo five recruite from etate, county, or pClrk agencies. 
c. Illcludos one recruit from stato, COU!1ty I or park agency 
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TIlBLE 11..7 

SCA BASIC 'mAINEE SIX-MJNTH FOLLOW"-UP SA}1PLE: DISTRIBUTIONS BY SIZE OF FOPULATION SERVED AND Jl.GENJ'{ TYPE 

AGEI-l0IES IN ANNUAL 1976-77 FOLLO~l-u'P S.Il.HPLE CHI SQUA.~E TESTa 
FOPULATION TRAINEE SA11PL£ CLJlSSES 1154-57 FOLLOW. UP RETURNS FOLI.O:{.UP RET'uHS/ 

FOPULATIO N SIZE AGENCY TYPE 1;.;'~EQUStl'CY PERCE~ll 'FREQUE ~:cy PERCENT' IFREQU'C;~:cY PERCENr' 'FREQUEl\DY PERCENl" RESPONSE RATE fu\1}WAL SF~'~LE 

WSS than 1,000 Police 160 33'7. 18 06'7. 3 02'7. 1 01'10 33'10 
Shariff 0 - a - 0 . 0 - -
Total 160 33 18 06 3 02 1 01 33 4.16 (-) 

1,000 to 2,500 Police 91 19 24 08 17 11· 13 13 76 
Sheriff a . 0 - a . 0 . -
Total 91 19 24 08 17 11 13 13 76 3.13 (+) 

2,500 to 10,000 Police 93 19 50 17 32 21 30 30 93 
Sheriff 12 02 4 01 . 2 01 1 01 50 

Total 105 22 54 19 34 22 31 31 91 7.57 (+) 

}~re th~~ 10,000 Police 53 11 95 33 52 34 29 29 56 
E;heriff 75 15 100 34 47 31 26 26 55 

Total 128 26 195 67 99 65 55 55 56 2.15 (.) 
. 

TOTnL Police 397 82 187 64 104 68 73 73 
Sheriff 87 18 104 36 49 32 27 27 
i'h Data 25 22 8 5 65 

TOTI\JJ 509 313 161 105 

-X? 17.01 
Degrees of Freedom :3 

Significance .001 

':I, 
. (0 ~·)tl 

Chi E'<;uil.re P.qualG ;" , ~lhore O=observr"d value and E=expected value. "+" indi cates that tho oboervcd valuo WilS higher than expectod, 
and ".If ind.ica.tes that the obGorved valu'3 ~I(\G lower than expected. 
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TlIBLE A.8 

ECA BI\SIC TRI\INEE SIX-MJl\'TH FOLLOH-UP SlIMPLE: DISTRIBU!!ONS BY SIZE OF AGENCY AND AGENCY 'rYPE 

AGEl\CIES IN ANNUAL 1976-77 FOLLO\v-UP SJlHPLE CHI SQUARE T~ 
POPUT ,I\TIO N TRI\INB8 Sl\MPLE CLh'1RES 1151-57 FOLLOl-l- UP RETIJR N3 FOLI.O'.v-UP RETUR~51 

Jl.GE~cr SIZEt!. AGE~cr TYPE 'mEQlJEKCY PE~CElvr 'ru' EQUE !\ICY PEl~CENl'1 'FJ?EQUENCY PERCENI" 'FREQUEmY PE[WENI" FESPO NSE R.I\TE A1~NU.~ S.l\:·IPLE 

1-4 Police 206 49'7. 37 12'7. 18 11'7. 13 12'7. 72'7. 
Slv:)riff 25 06 7 02 6 04 3 03 50 

Total ~31 55 44 14 24 15 16 15 67 - .11 (+) 

5-9 Police 53 13 27 09 16 10 15 14 94 
S'neriff 27 06- 19 06 '11 07 5 05 45 

Total 80 19 46 15 27 17 20 19 74 1.1S (+) 

10-24 Police 42 10 52 16 24 15 19 18 79 
Sheriff 25 06 30 10 12 08 7 07 58 

Total 67 16 82 26 36 22 26 25 72 .06 c-) 
25-49 Police 23 06 47 15 31 19 13 12 42 

Sheriff 5 01 11 ' ' 04 6 04 6 06 100 . 
Total 28 07 58 18 37 23 19 18 51 .00 

50+ Police 7 02 SOc 16 23d 15 18 17 78 
Sheriff 4 01 ' 37 12 14 09 6 06 43 

Total 11 .03 87 27 37 23 24 23 65 .67 (.) 

TOTAL Police 331 80 213
c 67 112d 70 78 74 70 

Sheriff 86 20 104 33 49 30 27 26 55 
/0):) Delta 92 317 161 105 65 

X2 : 1.99 
Degrees of Freedom: 4 

Significance: .80 

a. I-;umber of full-time sW02'n officers. 

h: Chi Square equals (O~E) , .. There <Fobserved value and E=expected value. "+" indicates that the observed value WIlS higher than eXpected, 
a..'1d "." indicates tnLlt blC observed value .. TaS lower than expected. 
c. Includes seven recruits from state, county, or park: agencies. 
d, Includes one recruit from state, county, or park agency-. 
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sample was from Region 9 but only 02% of the follm.,-up sample "laS from 

Region 9. Thus, assuming equal response rates, one would expect Region 9 

to be under~epresented in the follow-up returns. 

The other source of bias in the returns is differential response rates. 

Tables A.5 through A.8 include response rates in the next to last column. 

Response rates by Region vary from lf4% (Region n) to 100% (Region 9). The 

other tables also demonstrate considerable variation in response rates. 

The overall response rate of 65% is quite acceptable. The response 

rate for the first mailing (classes #54 and 1155) "laS close to 80% but fell 

to just over 50% for. classes #56 and #57. The agencies for the latter 

classes had received (a month before) a supervisory questionnaire in 1"hich to 

evaluatt' the recruit and had recently received a follo'YT-up letter encouraging 

the return of that questionnaire. Receipt of the follm.,-up questionnaire so 

soon after the other perhaps appeared a burden or perhaps inco'rrectly Has 

presumed,to be a duplicate of the other questionnaire. In either case, re

turns did fall off for classes #56 and #57 reducing the overall response rate 

to a lower, but still acceptable, 65%. 

In sum, the follow-up returns appear to be unrepresentative of the annual 

sample of recruits on region and size of popula tion. served. Analyses in ,,,hich 

these variables are likely to have an impact need t.o consider such biases. 

The sources of bias are both an u~representative sample and differential res-

ponse rates. The general response rate of 65% is sufficiently high [or 

analysis to be b~sed on the returns. 

SUPERVISORS OF 1976-77 BGA TR.UNEES--SUPERVISORY I SA1>1PL1'; 

The sample of supervisors of 1976-77 BGA trainees HaS derived from the 
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~arger trainee sample because it was decided to obtain supervisory evalua

tions on recruits that could be matched to data on trainee opinions and 

training performance. As with the follow-up sample, it was necessary to 

select those classes that were completed in time to enable at least six-

months of post-training performance on which to base evaluations. Thus, 

recruits in classes #54, #55, #56, and #57'also were selected to be the basis 

of the supervisory sample. In addition, Alexandria graduates who attended 

the BGA class #68 and later obtained law enforcement employment 'liTere in-

cluded so that some evidence could be gathered on the relative job prepara-

tion and performance of BGA versus vo-tech graduates. 

Questionnaires were mailed to the head of agencies employing graduates 

of BGA classes #54, #55, #56, #57, and #68 with instructions to distribute 

the questionnaire to the i~dividual who most dir~ctly had supervised the 

graduate. The supervisor receiying the questionnaire was asked to complete 

a set of questions relating to training delivery and the BGA Basic training 

program. In addition, the supervisor rated the job preparation and perform-

ance of each graduate from class~s #54, 1155, #56, #57, and #68 in his agency. 

Thus, one set of survey questions was collected ,from each ~gencv in the sample 

",nile job performance ratings were collected for each recruit in the sample. 

Supervisory sample data in Tables A.9 through A.12 conta,in information on 

both the recruits on \'1hom evaluations were made and the agencies represented. 

Assessments of the samples \'1i11 differ for the recl.uits and agency distribu-

tions. Representation of recruits in the sample and returns are compared to 

the school year sample to assess if recruits evaluated are representative of 

1976-77 trainees; dis tribu tions of the agencies in the samp 1e are compared to 

population data to see if the sample is icprcscntative of the state's agencies. 
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TABLE A.9 
DCA MSIC TRAIlIEE SUPERVISORY SAMPLE: DISTR!nUTIOIlS DY RroIO)! AND AC!:)ICY TVPE 

i 
!NFOR.'I"TION MSm ON RECRUITS IN SAHPLE YllrOR!lATIOIl P.A5!J) 0:: ACE!:t;TP."> 1:: ~.\,·TL~ 

• r- I 

ClI! sqUARE TEST
4 

AGENCIES IN t;!l1 ":I/o:.}'! -:-::::' 
;.CE:;C\· A~:"',IL S'\!,!l'LE St:I'ERVTSORY g,I)!rLF. SllrF.RVISORY RE'I1IRNS RESPONSE RI::J1IHNS/AIIN .SAHI'LE 1'00'IJLATlON SlJPF.I!V1S0RY SAlo(J'LE SUVF.KVI~:OP,Y P,E'I1'!,':~ P.E~POI:S~ ,.!:".,.~.: I;"? 

~ ~ j rK:"!;t' t:~;CY pf.p.CE:n' 'I'Rr~lllf.:;C'<.: PF.!!CEN1' '111(fJilmXCY ~. ~ 
i 
~ ~' '('HFlllJF.I;CY .r!!!E.Elf ·FnFJ)IIF.::CY I'r:I\Cr::;I' '!'HfJ)lJr;::r;y ~f p:.re i 

~ ~ 
i 

.\ Police 3 017- 2 017. 1 011- 50% 46 077. 2 02% 2 02% lIi07. 
Sh~rlf f 1/. 05 7 04 5 04 71 12 02 5 05 4 05 80 

Tot,1 17 OS 9 05 6 04 67 .17 (-) 58 09 7 06 6 07 86 .1.3 (.) 

3 p"l!ce 22 07 24 13 15 11 63 47 07 11 10 8 09 73 
Sh(orlff a 0) 3 02 3 02 100 7 01 2 02 2 02 100 

Total )0 10 27 'I; 18 13 67 1.02 (+) 54 09 13 12 10 12 77' .60 (+) 

C l'~ 1i co 11 04 16 09 11 08 69 48 08 6 05 4 05 67 
ShorU£ 4 01 0 . 0 - - 9 01 0 - 0 - -
Tot,l 15 05 16 09 11 08 69 2.14 (+) 57 09 6 05 4 05 67 1.67 (.) 

D Po lice 24 08 12 06 8 06 67 65 13 10 09 7 08 70 
Sh.'r! ff 18 05 8 04 7 05 88 14 02 5 05 .5 06 100 

Toc"l 42 13 20 11 15 11 75 .65 (-) 99 16 15 14 12 14 80 .26 (.) 

:: i"o11':t" 20 06 17 09 14 10 62 99 16 14 13 10 12 71 
Sh"r!Cf 4 01 5 0) 3 02 60 18 03 4 04 3 03 75 

Tot.l 24 08 22 12 17 12 77 2.60 (+) 117 19 18 16 13 15 72 .7 S (-) 

9 p~11cc 16 06 4 02 1 01 2S 59 09 4 04 1 01 25 
Sh.'r! ff 4 01 2 01 1 01 SO 9 01 2 02 1 01 ~O 

Tot~l 22 07 6 03 2 01 33 6.31, (_) 68 11 6 05 2 02 33 5.99 (-) 

10 Pollee 10 03 12 06 10 ' 07 63 67 11 11 10 9 10 82 
SlicdCf 7 02 9 05 5 04 56 11 02 5 OS 4 05 80 
Tot.l 17 05 21 11 15 11 71 9.00 (+) 78 12 16 14 13 15 61 .63 (+) 

G Pollee 103b 33 48c 26 43 30 90 94 15 25 23 23 26 92 
Sh.:riCE ~4 II, 19 10 15 11 79 7 01 5 05 4 05 eo 
Tota.l 147 47 67 36 58 41 87 1.14 (-) 101 16 30 27 27 )1 90 12.29 ( ... ) 

tOTAL P~ 11 co 211b 68 13S<: 72 103 73 76 .43 (+) 51,5 86 63 75 64 74 77 1.51 (-) 
Sh.:or1ff 103 33 S3 26 39 28 74 1.32 (-) 87 14 28 25 23 26 82 9.26 (+) 

1m1sdng 
To:.,1 314 189 142 76 632 111 88 7'1 

X2: 1.75 23.26 
2 

)( : 10.77 22.82 
Degree9 of Freedom: 1 7 DU!;re05 of Freed" .. I I 7 

SlgnLCicunccl .20 .01 S!r.:illl'1c~nclIl .01 .01 

a. Chi Sg'J~rc e1uals (O~I')2, "here Oo-obscrved value and E='cxpected value. "+" Indlcllte9 that observed valuo was higher than expected, 4nd It." indicate5 that observed value \lH 10.'01' th3n eX?(!C::~~1 

• !.i, 1~,:\.'J1~~ £lve recruits Crcr.n state, COUllt)', or plIrk agencies • 
c. Incl1;'!~~ one recruit fro:n state, county, or park lIcency. 
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TABLE A.I0 

, . 

BCA BASIC TRAINEE SUPrnVISORY SAMPLE: DISTRISUTION3 BY DISTANCE FROM METRO AREA AND AGENCY TYPE 

HlFORl-IJ1'I'IO;·' BN:lED ON RECRUI'IS IN S/IHFLE Ilm:>~':ATION Bl\SED O:~ AGr::CI!'S n: S;~·:n.:: , 
CilI SQUARE TFB1'" AGENCIES IN Ci-:I 5~·:.~_-::2 'Z":;J ;-

D:::'~;~ F"2:!-! At;Z!:r;y A!r:nr.L S~{I'I.E SUpmVIS~Y SNULE supmvrsORY RE'lURH3 Rmrotl3E RE'lURN3/ ro FULATI ON SUPERVISORY SAHFLE SUrf.RVlSORY RElU,,:S RESro:S!: ?~.:::::;/ 
~E":?:; ;::::.; .I£EL 'r!l~';!')El:CY )·ERCF.liT' 'mEgU;';W:y PrJiCEl;I' 'hIEgUENCY I'l'JICElff I ~ ANlnIAL S/\HPLE 'FREQUENCY PffiCEtn' 'F'REQUEllC,{ ~ERcml' '!'REQU£l:CY ~t R.;:rE P:? .. "!..';:1:J!: 

~.: -;~i~. X'3':ro ,'r~ .,,11 c", 103
b 

3~1. ~8c 26 43 301- 901- 94 151- 25 231- 23 2;;1- 921. 
Sh.riff 44 11 19 10 l5 11 79 7 01 5 05 4 05 80 

T"t~l 147 47 67 36 58 41 87 1.14 (·l 101 16 30 27 27 31 90 11.86 (+l 

;"': "::.i~ 7~ ~il'!!l P')~1c'l 44 14 21 11 15 11 71 173 27 19 17 14 16 74 
~; ~st!'o t1.rG.!S S:l'Hiff 24 08 F 09 11 08 65 31 05 12 1,1 9 10 75 

Tct~l 68 22 38 20 26 18 68 .88 (·l 204 32 31 28 23 26 H .95 (. ) , 
7 ' t., 1 ~O 1~111!B P"l!c., 31 10 25 13 19 13 76 140 22 19 17 13 15 69 

!:x: Yo,::,:!'? ;'~rUl Shf!rifE 10 03 5 03 4 03 80 22 03 3 03 2 02 S6 

T.,tal 41 13 30 16 23 16 77 1.12 (+l 152 26 22 20 15 17 68 2.71 (.) 

!~".:, .: '::-.11 ..... 1 ~ t) P',ll':'} 32 
. 

10 11 22 25 10 63 130 22 20 18 15 17 7S 
:-:.: '.Il f r"::: ~h":!'1!'r 25 00 12 06 9 06 75 27 04 8 07 8 09 100 
X~tro Arr:1J T-,t41 ~7 10 53 28 35 25 55 3.49 (+l 165 26 28 25 23 20 82 ,DO 

?r:;.,L f~ll,=1) 210b 68 135
c 

72 103 73 76 545 sa 83 75 65 74 70 
Sr.'lriff 11)1 .1~ "3 20 J~ 28 74 87 14 28 25 23 25 82 

,/,,,",1 313 100 112 76 632 III 88 79 

X2 6,63 2 X : 15.52 
Dogrooo or: Freedom 3 Degro"" .,f Froedor.t: 3 

Siunificance .10 Significa."1ce: .(11 

. (" -~ . ':-;! :~.:arC! ~.Hl!J .... ;.:. , whore CFocsar'/<Y.\ value olnd ~xpoctod value. "+'" indicates that obsorved valuo was higher than ol<pOcted, and -." indicates that obaorved valuo "~a lo"or thAn ":<piloted. . ::-.::'.!:~:; fi','o r<lcr'~U:'s frOJl eta to, county or parI: ~(1encioa,' 
::':::'J'!";c ~~ rf)-:rui t ! rO::1 IJtdt'l, oounty, or ~rk agoncy. 
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TABLE 1\.12 

. .. 

BCA BASIC TRAINEE SUPERVISORY SJ\Nl't.E: DISTRIBUTIOm BY AGENCY SIZE AND AGENCY TYPE 

INFOIWmON alSED ON RECRUr:IS IN SAHPLE 
AGENCIES IN r 

I1IFO::!:':ATIO:l 8K:iED O!: AGE::CIS3 I:: 1;.!\!~F'_E 
SUPERV130RY 

, 
CHI SQUARE TES1;b, 

J!.:~:'JAL SA!~H.E SUPERVISORY SAI·!H.E SUrnRVISORY RE'lURtB RESFON3E RE'lURNS/ FOroLATION Sft}!~E SUP::"?VISOR¥ P::7 .. ,?~ScR:SP::S:: 
.!. ::::~{ S! Z~ 'FP.EQUENCY I FR~UENCY I :.':~"r:( TiPE YRF.;:JE::CY prnc:-:trl' FREQUENCY Pi::RCr:N1' ~' RATE ANllUAL SAHPLE 'F11 EQU ENCY fERCENT' 'r?::Q:.iE:;CY ~i .B£... 

1 - " T':>li-:~ 37 12~ 28 15~ 18 131- 641. 206 49'1. 20 231-
Sh'Jrifr 7 02 8 04 6 04 75 25 06 2 02 

T-:>tal 44 14 36 19 24 17 67 .85 (+J 231 55 22 25 

5 - 9 Prll1 c .. 27 09 26 14 18 13 . 69 53 13 1S 17 
!::hf1r1! ! 19 05 11 06 10 07 91 27 06 4 05 

T.,tal 4& 15 37 20 28 20 76 2.11 (+J 80 19 19 22 

10-24 PQl tc') 52 16 27 14 24 17 89 42 10 ]6 18 
Sh'H 1 f f 30 10 14 07 8 06 57 2S 06 

>-
12 14 

To:ot"l 82 26 41 22 32 23 78 .66 (-J 67 16 ~ 2S !!2 8 
25-4~ P,.,l i co '47 15 31 17 25 18 81 23 06 ~ 9 10 

:::tvl! 1f f II 04 6 03 3 02 50 5 01 2 02 :.. 
Tr..tal S8 18 37 20 28 20 76 .23 (+J 28 07 III 11 13 

CI 

SO+ Pr..l1-:') SOd 16 230 13 1S 13 ' 78 7 02 t 5 06 
:;I.~ riff 37 12 14 07 12 09 86 4 01 w .3 0.3 ..l 

T')t .. l 87 27 37 20 30 21 81 1.81 (-J 11 03 8 8 09 

TC7,..L r"'lk~ 21,<1 67 1350 72 103 73 76 331 80 ~ 65 H 
~;rl"ri (f lfJ1 33 53 28 39 28 71, 86 20 23 26 
I;', V~tl1 92 

T.,tnl 117 180 112 76 509 111 SS 79~ 

X
2

: 5.66 
Degreeo of Freedom: 4 

Significanco: .30 

a. :~!:;'::..,r of full-ti:rf.l !: .... o~n ofCicoro. Co:lt'<.! frorn DCIi file!) for rocruito: codod frorn qllootionnairo rooponsc[I for agoncieo. 
(o.q 

b. C:'-.l ~.r.!:ue (L~J~ln --£-' whore <Fobsorvo:! valuc Md E'=oxpoctod value. ".pt indic!ltco that oboerved valuo wail highor than expocted, and "-" indicatoD that oboorvod valuo waa 
lC'""~!" t:~~"\ '.!:(~ct·x:1. 
-:. ;':-.'lr'J r. • .,r', .,,')"0100 I\ro Tf)portoc! 1n d cnt(!'Jory th",n rocruita, data on ogonoioo which woro geth~rod frcm ouporviaory questionnairos arc probably inaccurato. 
d. Ir,~!u'!''''l e','"", f'JcruitlJ rro~ tltatl), ccunty or l:orl: agllllcicD. 
c. 1 r.-:l U,jff.t onl') r OCfU! t frr..<n otnto, county or P.HI:: "'Janey. 
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The sample of recruits evaluated by supervisors is not representative 

of a yearly sample of BCA graduates. Results are similar to the follow-up 

returns as one would expect given the similar samples. Chi square informa

tion suggests that recruits evaluated are representative of the annual 

sample in terms of agency type (Table A. 9) an~ size (Table A.1.2). Officers 

more than 150 miles from the metro area are somew'hat overrepresented on 

the supervisory returns (Table A.10), and those from the smallest and 

largest communities are underrepresented (Table A.11). Regional distribu

tions also are dissimilar in that Region 10 a~d to a lesser extent Region 

~ are overrepresented while those from Region 9 are underrepresented. 

. Inspection of the original supervisory sample distributions (column 2) and 

of differential response rates (column 4) suggests that the major sources 

of bias in the returns is the composition of the sample itself although 

differential response rates occasionally magnify the bias (e.g., low re-

sponse rates for Region 9) • 

Results are quite different when one assesses the representativeness 

of the agencies included in supervisory returns. Iri this case, more sheriffs' 

offices are included in ret:urns than ,'lOuld be expected from state distribu-

tions. Regional uistributions differ from stateHide agency distributions 

but in this case overrepresentation of Region. G agencies is the major basis 

of the difference (Table A.9) Al ~hough Region G agencies are overrepresented 

in the original sample, a response rate of 90% contributes to their dispropor-

tionate share of returns. Similarly, more metro area agencies are in 

returns than one ,'lOuld expect for the same reasons (Table A.10). 1n-

accuracies in popul.ation data on agency and'community size preclude a 

. assessnlr<nt of returns but small.est communities and smallest systelna t~c ~ 

agencies appear to be ,corisiderably underrepresented ('rable A.11 and A .12). 
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In analyses of recruit performance, the failure of returns to reflect 

accurately the distribution of an annual sample of recruits on region, 

distance and population served shou~d be conSidered, although analyses for 

Chapters XII and XVI indicate that these variables do not affect ratings. 

Similarly, w~en supervisory opinions are analyzed, the expected impact of 

the different distributions on all five variables from state,vide distribu-

tions needs to be assessed, although some of 'the difference can be ex-

plained by the small community exemption (i.e., small agencies from small 

communities outside the metro area should be underrepresented). In spite 

of some bias in the returns, the general response rate by both recruit and 

agency Has unusually high. Evaluations of 76% of the recruits in the sample 

were represented in returns. These response rates demonstrate exceptional 

cooperation on the part of the supervisory respondents • 

BCA BASIC G:r~ADUATE SAHPLE -- THREE YEARS 
POST-TRAINING JOB EXPERIENCE 

The previous three samples were determined by attendance in recent 

BCA basic classes and sufficient post-training job experience on which to 

assess job performance. On the other hand, th~' next three samples were 

selected independently of the recent trainee sample. Since six-months of 

post-training job experience (the criterion to be included in the follow-up 

sample or supervisory sample) is a relatively short period over which to 

assess job performance, it was decided to select a second sample of BCA 

graduates with more job experience than was possible selecting only from 

the recent trainee sample. The cri teria for selecting this sample ~lCre to 

maximize the extent of job experience "'hile obtaining respondents who 
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received training similar to the current program. ,The eight-week course 

"laS adopted in 1971 and to allow the program a couple years to take shape, 

recruits in the 1973-74 school year "Tere chosen for the sample. This proce-

dure thus provided three years of post-basic training job experience. 

All recruits trained by ECA in 1973-74, including Alexandria students 

later employed, "Tere included i,ni ~l.ally in the sample. Names ,·rere organized 

by agency and all agencies included in the recent trainee folloH-up or super-

visory samples were excluded. It was felt that inclusion of an agency in 

more than one questionnaire mailing "lOuld constitute a burden and signifi-

cantly ,wuld reduce return rates. 

The three year experience questionnaire "TaS mailed with the second 

supervisory questionnaire (discussed in the next section) to heads of the 

remaining agencies in the sample with instructions to distribute one ques-

tionnaire to the ECA graduate of 1973-74 and the other to a supervisor of 

1 
recent ECA graduates. This coordination of the graduate and supervisory 

mailings necessitated the exclusion of an additional set of agencies from 

the sample. One-person agencies in .. "hich the Chief was the ECA trainee 

were omitted since the graduate and supervisor were not separate individuals. 

The original sample consisted of 204 agencies and ,.,as reduced to ll~O by 

eliminating the duplicates with the other samples and the one-person agencies. 

This sample of l l fO agencies ."as used for both the three~year experience 

survey and the second supervisory survey discussed in the follOl.,ing section. 

was 

Sampling Has based on agencies. Therefore, it is appropriate to assess 

lIf an agency had more than one officer tr;lined in 1973-7l~, the head 
asked to distribute the questionnaire to one of them. 
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hOH representative the sample and questionnaire returns are of law enforce-

ment agencies across the state. Tables A.13 through A.16 contain popula-

tion, sample, and return distributions on agency type, region, distance 

from metro area, agency size and size of population served for the three-

year experience sample. QUestionnaires were precoded on agency type, 

region and distance; sample distributions were calculated before the mailing. 

Agency size and population served '"Tere not precoded. Given the error in 

the population data that precludes systematic assessment of the samples, it 

was decided that tabulation of the sample data on these two variables did 

not merit the time and effort (also, see footnote #1, on page 14). 

As was argued in the discussion of the recent, trainee sarr . .t>le, one would 

not expect a trainee sample to be entirely representative of the state given 

the small community exemption. Tables A.13 and A.14 suggest that the sample 

does underrepresent agencies outside the metro area (and, hence, probably 

smaller agencies in smaller communities) although the bias appears less 

strong than in the recent trainee sample. Of most importance, ho~.,ever, is 

the representativeness of the returns since these provide the data to analyze. 

A chi-square test 1.,as used to determine if the distribution of the re-

turns ,,,as significantly different from the distribution of the population 

on each of the variables. Chi square information is reported in the last 

column of Table A.13 and A.14 for the variables in Hhich relatively accurate 

population data exist. In all three cases, the distribution of the returns 

is significantly different from the population. Sheriffs' officers arc 

overrepresented as are agencies from the metro area (Region G). A compari-

son in Tables A.13 and A.14 of the proportion in the sample to th(:~ propor-

tions in the population (column 1 and 2) as Hell as response rates (column 

l~) indicates that distortions in the sample and differential response ,:ates 
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f3Cr, BI\.':rC (~?IIf)UNrE ;'!\:·IPI,E HTT!! TIrr?EE Yf.!\Ri, OF POm'.TRAHITl\13 JOB EXPF:RIE1·CE: DISTRI8trITOm BY REGIml M!,n /iGS1T:r T'(PE 

1\ 

B 

C 

D 

E 

9 

10 

G 

TOTAL 

AG:m:::I ES IN 
POPL1,!\'l'ION GRADUATE S~,!pLEa GRADUi\TE RE:TURf\E 

flGr·:~r;y TYPE 'Pil:';()UEN':':Y PEI<CENr' 'Fl?EQU1·;l\'CY PE1,CEl'll" 'FREQUElv'::Y PEI~CEr,T' RESPONSt: Rfl.TE 

Police 46 07"/0 6 
Sheriff 12 02 2 

Total 58 09 8 

Police 47 07 9 
Sheriff 7 01 4 

Total 54 09 13 

Police 48 08 9 
Sheriff 9 01 4 

Total 57 09 13 

Police 85 13 17 
Sheriff 14 . 02 3 

Total 99 15 20 

Police 99 16 6 
Gh<:!riff 18 03 12 

Tot'll 117 19 18 

Police 59 09 10 
Sh<:!riff 9 01 7 

Totol 68 11 17 

Poli-=e 67 11 11 
Sheriff 11 02 5 

Total 78 12 16 

Police 94 15 34 c 

Sheriff 7 01 1 

Total 1e1 16 35 

Police 515 86 103c 

Sheriff 87 14 37 

roJ.'AL 632 140 

04"/. 
01 

06 

06 
03 

09 

06 
03 

09 

12 
02 

14 

04 
09 

13 

. 07 
05 

12 

08 
04 

11 

24 
01 

25 

74 . 
26 

S 04"/. 501-
0 

3 04 38 

4 05 44 
4 05 100 

8 10 62 

4 05 44 
3 04 75 

7 09 54 

8 10 47 
3 04 100 

11 13 55 

3 04 50 
6 07 50 

9 11 50 

4 05 40 
6 07 86 

10 12 59 

6 07 55 
'3 04 60 

9 11 56 

24d .29 71 
1 01 100 

25 31 71 

56d 67 54 
26 32 70 

82 61 
3m.isaing 

x2 

Degrees of Freedom 
Significance 

CHI SQUlIRE TE~ 
R;::TtJR1·r;/PO?U1..rmON 

AGE!..c;Y TYPE 1@ill21! 

3.87 (~) 
18.37 (=) 

22.24 
1 

.001 

2.60 (.) 

.05 (+) 

.02 

.34 (.) 

2.78 (.) 

.11 (+) 

,07 (.) 

10.76 (+) 

16.73 
7 

.02 

u. Excludes all agencies with recruits in SeA basio trainee sample; includes agencies that hired Alexandria graduates 
<.2ter their training. 2 

i2::JlL. b. Chi Square equals E ~ , where O=obsprved value ord E=expected value. "+'" indicates that observed value was higher 
than expected, und "." J,ndicates that obc;ervcd value ~/as lowor than expected. 
c. Includes four rccru~tG fro III stnte, county or park agencies. 
d. Inclu(ics tl·IO rccruit::: from ct'ltc~. "~":\l:-{ or p"r!:: (10<)I1oi')::;' 
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TASLE A.14 

OCA [lA-SIC GRrlDUATE SJ\HPLE \oJITH THREE YEARS OF POST-TRAINING JOB EXPERIEN:JE: DISTRIBtTl'IONS BY DISTANCE F1iOM METRO AREA lIND AGE~r;y TYPE 

AGEN::IES IN 
D!3TM.DE POPULATION 

FROM HETI\O AREA AGE1-.CY T'lPE FREqUW ... "'Y PEl?CENf 

Hi thin Hetro Area Police 94 151. 
Sheriff 7 01 

Total 101 16 

Wi thin 75 111les 
from H~!tro Area Police 173 27 

Sheriff 31 05 

Total Q04 32 

75 to 150 111les 
from Metro Area Police l40 22 

Sheriff 22 03 

Total 162 26 

V..,ro than 150 Hiles 
from l-btro /\rca Polico 1:30 22 

Sheriff 27 04 

Total 165 26 

TOTJ1L Police 545 86 
Sheriff 87 14 
TOl'l\L 632 

GRADUATE SAMPLE a 
FREOUENJY PEfWEl\T 

34c 
24~ 

1 01 

35 25 

29 21 
15 11 

44 31 

23 16 
10 07 

33 24· 

17 12 
11 08 

28 20 

103c 74 
37 26 

140. 

GRADUATE RETURNS 
Fl?EQUEi\DY PERCENT RESPONSE RATE 

23d 271. S2~ 
1 01 100 

24 29 69 

12 15 41 
12 15 80 

24 29 55 

12 15 52 
6 07 SO 

18 22 55 

9 11 5:3 
.8 10 72 

17 21 61 

56d 67 52 
27 32 73 
83 61 
2missing 

X2: 
Degrees of Freedom: 

Significance: 
-

Cm: SQUARE TEst' 
RETURNS/POPULATION 

8.S5 (+) 

.25 (.) 

.59 (.) 

.97 (.) 

10.46 
3 

.02 

a. Excludes all agencies with recrui ts in B:!A basic traineo sample; includes agencies that hired J\lexandria graduates 
after thoir tr.aining. 2 

. (O.E) 
b. Cni Square equals E ,where O=-observed value and E=expected value. "-!;" indicates that: observed 'It.·~\.·e was higher 
than e~ectod, and "." lndicates that observed value ~ras Imler than e~ected. 
c. Includes four recruits from state, county, or park agencies. 
d. Includes t~ro recruits from state, county or park agencies. 
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TA!3LE A.15 

BCA BASIC GRADUATE S.I\!·1PLE WITH 'l'HRSE YEARS OF roST~TRAIl1Itr.; JOB ExpEr~IE!C=:: 
DISTRIBUiTOi::; BY SIZE OJ? FOPULflITON S":R'!ED aID i,Sr::DY TrPS 

AGEI,CIES IN GRADUlITEa 

FOPUL.l\.TIO N s.n]·:JJLE GR.n.DU/""TE RF:TU?:S 
roPUL.lI.TION SIZ;:; AGEi1:!'{ T{PE IpREQUEiX::Y P:;!~C::~!l" m::ousn:y ?IEqUSU:':'f P::::?C::::·.rE' RES?Oi3E RATE 

Less than 1,000 Police 160 331, 3 04'1. 
Sheriff 0 - 0 -

- Total 160 33 3 04 

1,000 to 2,500 Police 91 19 9 11 -
Sheriff 0 - ~ 

1 01 

Total 91 19 10 12 
tLI 

2,500 to 10,000 Police 93 19 
~ 

20 21 
Sheriff 12 02 fQ 2 02 

Total 105 
A 

22 tLI 22 26 
~ 

}bre than 10,000 Police 53 11 ~ 25b 29 
Sheriff 75 15 8 24 29 

-Total 128 26 r-I 49 58 
2 

roTA!. Police 397 82 57b 68 
Sheriff 87 18 27 32 
N:> Data 25 1 

'IOTAL 509 . 140 85 611, 

d. Excludes all agencies ~Tith recruits in B::A basic trainee s~le; inclUdes agencies that hired 
Alexandria graduates after their training. 
b. Includes t~ro recruits from state, county or park: agencies. 

TABLE A • .16 

BCA BASIC GRADUATE S.llHPLE I-IITH THREE) YEFRS OF POST~TRAINnX3 JOB EXPERIEr.c.::: 
DISl'RI3UTIOm BY SIZE OF J1.GE1~ A:1D JI.GS:·:CY TYPE 

AGE~;CIES IN 
FOPliLATION 

GRADUATE a 
S!l,l.~ GP.ADW'IT,S !ETl.:?:;S 

AGncr SIZE AGE~T.:Y TYPE 'FREQUE!·K.;Y P:;lW::~!I'1 r FRSQUS;:CY . 'rn::QU!::;·.CY Pi-:?::::lll R=:SPONS'::: R.ril'E 

1-4 

50+ 

'IDTlIL 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 
No Data 

'IDl'AL 

206 
25 

231 

53 
27 

80 

42 
25 

67 

23 
5 

28 

7 
4 

11 

331 
86 
9:), 

509 

491, 
06 

55 

13 
06 

19 

10 
06 

16 

06 
01 

07 

02 
01 

03 

80 
20 

HO 

17 
4 

21 

12 
10 

22 

15 
8 

23 

9 
3 

12 

4b 

2 

6 

57 b 

27 
1 

85 

20% 
05 

25 

14 
12 

26 

18 
10 

27 

11 
04 

11 

05 
02 

07 

68 
32 

61% 

a. Excludes a'.l agencies wi th rccruits in ECA Laslc trdilloc sample; includes a:;rencics that hil'ed 
Alexand.d'l graduates after tlv:lir trai.>ning. 
b. Includes two,) recruits from st.lto, county or pa:rk . ______________ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~~~aq:~~~e~s ____________ ~ ____ . ______________ ~ ___ ~ 

~-----
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TABLE A.15 

BCA BJISIC GRADUATE SAHPLE iolITH 'l'HRSE YEARS OF rosr.TRAIl1H:G JOB EXPERE!CE: 

roPULATIOll SIZZ 

Loss than 1,000 

1,000 to 2,500 

2,500 to 10,000 

Hore than 10,000 

TOTAL 

DISTRIBtJl'iOi~3 BY SIZ:: OF FOPULfiTION SSR'!ED aID i'!>21D'{ Tn)E 

AGEi1::Y T"{PE 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 
lh Data 

TOTAL 

AGEI'CIES IN 
roPUL.li.TIO N 

160 331. 
o '. 

160 33 

91 
o 

91 

93 
12 

105 

53 
75 

128 

397 
87 
25 

509 . 

19 

19 

19 
02 

22 

11 
15 

26 

82 
18 

S.II}:PLE 
Ff{::qUE:E:;'{ 

140 

GR.ll.nUi'!TE RE7U?:S 
?IEqUE:T..:Y f':=:?CE:n~' 

3 04'], 
o 
3 04 

9 
1 

10 

20 
2 

22 

25b 

24 

49 

57b 

27 
1 

85 

11 
01 

12 

21 
02 

26 

29 
29 

58 

68 
32 

R::S?CH3::: P..lITE 

611. 

a. Excludes all agencies ~rith recruits in B8A basic trainee s~lei includes agencies that hired: 
Alexandria graduates after their training. 
b. Includes b/O recruits from state, county or park agenci es .. 

J..GEH::;'{ SIZ:: 

1-4 

5.9 

25.49 

501-

'TOTAL 

TABLE A.~6 

BCA BASIC GRADUATE SAl1PLE l'IITrr THREe; YEFRS OF POST-TRAI~rnl3 JOB EXPERIEt{!:: 
DISTRI3UTIOIB gy SIZE OF AS::ir.::Y A:lD JI.GE:·L"Y 'lYPE 

AGE ~r.::Y 'lYPE 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Shcriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Polico 
Sheriff 
Ib Data 

roTA!. 

AGE ~r.::r ES I N 
roPULATIOl1 

206 
25 

231 

53 
27 

80 

42 
25 

67 

23 
5 

28 

7 
4 

11 

331 
86 
92 

509 

491. 
06 

55 

13 
06 

19 

10 
06 

16 

06 
01 

07 

02 
01 

03 

80 
20 

GRADUl\TE
a 

SJll-:PLE GRADUATr: R::'I"eiP.::S 
r FRE:QUW::Y . 'fR2QUSi'.CY I'.ff.::::r2.l R::SPONS:: R.ra':: 

1<10 

17 
4: 

21 

12 
10 

22 

15 
8 

23 

9 
3 

12 

4b 

2 

6 

57b 

27 
1 

85 

20~ 
05 

25 

14 
12 

26 

18 
10 

27 

11 
04 

14 

05 
02 

07 

68 
32 

a. Excludcs a'.l agencies wi th rccrui ts in seA 1>,'lsi c tr,iincc sarrplo; includes agencies that hired 
Alexc"lnd.ria gra::luat'~s after thdr trar,.ning. 
b. Incll::!as t:,'o rc.:;ruits from st,1te, counly or parI: i1C;!?2E.i..~e~s _____ ~ ___ . ________ . __ 

." 

". 

,. 

.' 

'. 
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are working in the same direction to magnify bias in the returns. 

Although population data on size of population served and agency size 

are of questionnable reliability, the differe~~es in the distribution of 

returns from those of the population are so great that it is probably safe 

to infer that the returns underrepresent small agencies (Table A.16) and 

small communities (Table A.1S). One w~uld expect such a bias for several 

reasons. Given the small community exemption, small agencies and small 

towns should be underrepresented in a sample derived from BCA graduates. 

Second, since personnel turnover is thought to be h~gher in small towns 

and small agencies, many questionnaires may never have been delivered to 

the ECA graduate. In addition, the overrepresentation of metro area agen-

cies would contribute to the lower representation of smaller communities 

and agencies. 

The overall response rate of 61% is acceptable and is, in fact, prob-

ably considerably deflated. Technically, one should eliminate from the 

sample all questionnaires that could not be delivered. Four questionnaires 

were returned ~.,ith an indication that the 1973-74 graduate ~"as no longer 

employed in la,., enforcement; but there is no way of knm.,ing hOH many other 

questionnaires were not returned because they ~"ere undelivered. Calculating 

response rate on the tot;al number in the original sample underestimates the 

actual response rate. 

Because some agencies are exempt from mandatory training the graduate 

sample shotlld not be entirely representa tive of the state I s agencies. n~cf-

ferences in return distributions from popula tion distribu tions on all five 

agency and comnunity variables are so great, however, that a biased sample 

needs to be considered in analyses where these variables nrc expected to 

1~1 
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have some impact. A response rate of 61% produced 85 returns to analyze, 

but these·returns are not entirely representative of Hinnesota lavr enforce~ 

ment agencies. 

SUPERVISORS IN AGENCIES HITH OFFICERS TR..A.INED IN 1973-74-~ 
SUPERVISORY II SAHPLE 

Although recruits can evalua~e th~ basic course and relay their impres-

sions of their own job preparation and performance, the perspectives of 

officers with considerably more job experience are important to obtain as 

well. It was decided that it would be valuable to survey more supervisors 

than were included in the sample to evaluate 1976-77 BCA graduates. A second 

sample of supervisors could be obtained eaSily by selecting the same agencies 

that were included in the three-year experience survey. The procedures for 

selecting the three-year experience sample (see previous section) assured 

that there would be no overlap '·,ith the other supervisory samp~e and that 

there iolOUld be a supervisor in the agency other than the 1973-74 BGA graduate. 

Using the same agencies for both the three-year experience and second super-

visory surveys helped to reduce mailing time and costs since both question-

naries and instructions could be mailed together. 

Population and sample data reported in Tables A.17 through A.20 are the 

same as for the tables 9n the three-year experience sample. Returns, 17~.' 

sponse rates, and Chi square information differ. Of 1110 supervisors mailed 

questionnaires, 104 (74%) completed and returned them. This response rate 

is unusually high for a mail survey and considerably higher than the 61% 

return rate for the 1973-7lf graduates from the same agcllcies. 

42 
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TllBLE A.17 

s:::OJ:m r;UPE1?VT;).JRY f;,';!·jPLE (T\f;r.rCIES HITH OrF'ICF.Ri> 'I'RI\TN:::D IN 197:1.71): DTGTRIntJrIOm BY REGTOn AHD A -:~r r:r 7{1'r: 

AGE~~IES IN SuPERVISJ,?Y SUPERVISORY CHI SQUr\!(E TE~.,.rP 
f\) rm ,A'rIO N sm·lPLE RETURI'S REl'mrnLrDPUI ... :\'ITON 

AGE~r.:;-{ TYPE 'FRWUEl\cY PERCENr' 'mEqUE l\CY PElWENI" 'FREqUE~;CY PEl\CENl" RESPONSE RATE I AGEt;CY TYPt:: Blliilllli 
i 

A Police 46 07'10 6 041- 2 021- 331. 
Sheriff 12 02 2 01 2 02 100 

Total 58 09 8 06 4 04 50 6.48 (w) 
-

B Police 47 07 9 06 5 05 56 
Sheriff 7 01 4 03 4 04 100 

Total 54 09 13 09 9 09 69 .00 

c Police 48 08 9 06 3 03 33 
Sheriff 9 01 4 03 4 04 100 

Total 57 09 13 09 7 07 54 .48 (.) 

D Police 85 13 17 12 8d '08 47 
Sheriff 14 02 3 02 .:3 03 100 , 
Total 99 16 20 14 11 11 55 1.65 (w) 

.. 
E Police 99 16 6 04 5 05 83 

Sheriff 18 03 .12 09 8 08 67 

Total 117 19 18 13 13 13 72 2.00 C·) 

9 Police 59 09 10 07 7 07 70 
Sheriff 9 01 7 05 6 06 86 

Total 68 11 17 12 13 13 76 .32 C+) 

10 Polico 67 11 11 08 6 06 55 
Sheriff 11 02' 5 04 4 04 80 

Total 78 12 16 . 11 10 10 63 .37 (. ) 

G Police 94 15 340 2'1 33G 33 97 
Sheriff 7 01 1 01 1 01 100 

Total 101 16 35 25 34 34 97 19.69 t+) 

roTlIL Police 545 86 1030 74 69c 68 67 3.67 (.) 
Sheriff 87 14 37 26 32 32 86 22.56 (+1 

3 missing 
':Otal 632 140 101\ 74 

X2 : 26.23 30.99 
I. Degrees of Freedom: 1 7 

Significance: .001 .001 

n. Excludrm alJ, ,1G1'lncie/3 with recruits in BC/\ basic trainee sample; includoo agencies tll<lt hired Alexlu1dria graduatos 
after their trninin~. 2 

. (O.E) 
b. Chl Squnro equale F ' where O=observed value and E=<:lxpectcd value. "+'" indicates that observed value was hi~her 
than expocted, and "." indicntco th<:lt eboerved value was lower than oxpe1ted. 
c, Includoc [our recruits from stato, county or pnrl::: agoncies. 
d. Incluc!o:3 ono rcerui t from otate, oount:y or parI::: agoncies; 

. > 

. , 
e. Includeo three recruits front 6tate, counl-y or purk: (lar~ncioo • 

~--------------------.----.------------------------------------------~----------..... ------..... --~ 
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TJiBLE li.18 

SEOJND SUPSRVIOORY SfJ.!PLE (1\GEN::J:ES HITH OFFICERS TRAINED IN 1973.71) : DISTRITJUTIOl\."'l BY. DISTAN:~r. FTtOM NETRO r;RRA AND Ar,Srcy TYP~ 

AGENJIES IN SUPERVISJRY SUPERVIs:JRY 
CHI SQUl\RE TEst' DIsrJ\I~E FROH mpULATION SJ\}fPLEu 

RETURNS 
HETRO Jl~~EJ\ AGE~CY TYPr;, FREQUE~.t;Y PEIICENl" 'FHEQUE~.cy pJ::[<CEUr' 'FREQUEHJY PEIICENl" RESFONSE RATE RETUR 1<5 I PQPULJ\TIO N 

Hi thin l·:ctro Area Police 94 15'10 34° 2410 3313 33'10 97'10 
Sheriff 7 01 1 01 1 01 100 

Total 101 16 35 25 34 34 97 19.69 (+) 

\'lithin 75 Miles Police 173 27 29 21 17 17 59 
of l·retro fuca Sherifi' 31 05 15 11 12 12 80 

Total 204 32 44 31 29 29 66 .34 (-) 

75 to 150 ].files Police 140 22 23 16 12d 12 52 
froI:l 11etro Area Shoriff 22 03 10 07 8 08 80 

Total 162 26 33 24 20 20 61 1.49 (-) 

l'~ro than 150 Hiles Police 138 22 17 12 7 07 41 
from l1etro Area Sheriff 27 04 11 08 11 11 100 

Total 165 26 28 20 18 18 64 2.60 (-) 

TOTAL Police 545 86 103
c 

74 69
c 

68 67 
Sheriff 87 14 37 26 32 32. 86 
~b Data 3 

Total 632 140 104 74 

X2: 23.62 
Degrees of Freedom: 3 

Significance: .001 

Il. Ey.cludoo all agencies with rocruits in BCA basic trainee sample; includes agencies that hired Alexandria graudates 
after their training. 2 

(0.5) 1 "-h. Chi SquJ.!'e equals --p- , \., 1ere v-'Observcd value and E:='Oxpected value. 
expoctecl, and "." indicate:; that obGcrved valuc ',lao lovler than expected. 

"+" ind:i,cates that observed value was higher than 

c. Includoo four recruits from state, count-/' or park agencies. 
d. Includes one recruit from state, ~~unty or park agenoy. 
e. Includes three recruits from stolte, county or park agoncies. 

.. 
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I TllBLE A.19 

SEOOND SUPERVIOORY SlU1PLE (AGEtCIES HITH OFFIC::RS 'IR:TI1ED IN 1973-74): 
DISI'RIBUTIOnS BY SIZ:: OF FOPUL,;TION S~V::D r..;m JI,S:::C'{ TiPS 

AGEmIES IN 
ropuLATIOn SUP='~/IOORY RET'~:S 

roPULATIO!l SIZE AGE/'ey TYPE 'FRSQU3;,CY ERC:::fl" RSSF01:S:: RAT:: 

Lesa than 1,000 Police 160 
Sheriff 0 

TotaJ. 160 

1,000 to 2,500 Police 91 
Sheriff 0 

Total 91 

2,500 to 10,000 Police 93 
Sheriff 12 

Total 105 

MOre than 10,000 Police 53 
Sheriff 75 

Total 128 

TOTAL Police 397 
Sheriff 87 
lb Data 23 

Total 509 

331, 

-
. 33 

19 

-
19 ~ 

8 
"-l 

19 ~ 
02 (,) 

22 fO 
A 
"-l 

11 ~ 
15 "-l 

::3 
26 8 

E-I 
82 2 
18 

140 

021, 

2 02 

13 
2 

13 
02 

15 15 

22 
5 

22 
05 

27 27 

69 
32 

3 

104 

32 
25 

56 

68 
32 

a. Excludes all agencies with recruits in BCA basic trainee s~~le; includes agencies that 
hired Alexandria graduates after their training. 
b. Includes one recruit from state, coun~/ or park agency. 
c. Includes three recruits ,from state, coun~ or park agencies. 

TllBLE A.20 

SEOOND SUPERVISORY S.lll1PLE '( AGE!\,{!IES \<lITH OFFIC;::RS 'IR.lIWED IN 1973-74) : 
DISTRIBUTIO::S BY F.G2N~Y SIZE MID .c.:;::::cy TYPE: 

AGEI·mES IN 
roPULATION 

SUPERVISJRY 
SjI~?L~ SUPSP.rISJRY RETC~ 1S 

7410 

AGENJY TYPS 'FREQUo;l:G't PE:RCo;:';r;:' I RES?D~1SS P..:.I'::: 

1-4 

5.9 

10-24 

25-49 

50+ 

lDTAL 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 

~'otal 

Police 
Sheriff 

Total 

Police 
Sheriff 
lob D<tta 

Total 

206 
25 

231 

53 
27 

80 

42 
25 

67 

23 
5 

28 

7 
4 

11 

331 
86 
92 

509 

a. lfu.r.Jber of full-time sl,urn officers. 

491-
06 

55 

13 
06 

19 

10 
06 

16 

06 
01 

07 

02 
01 

03 

86 
20 

140 

16 
11 

27 

20d 
10 

30 

12 
4 

16 

4 
2 

6 

69 
31 

4 

104 

171. 
04 

21 

16 
11 

27 

20 
10 

30 

12 
04 

16 

04 
02 

06 

69 
31 

b. Excludes all agencio:w .do th recruits in ECA basic trainee sdII'.plei includes agencies tht.1.t 
hired Alexandria graduates after their training. 
c. Includes one recruit from state, county, cr park age.!1CY. 
d. Includes two recruits from state, county, or park agencies. 

- ---- --------------~------------------~~':"'. ----
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The response rate of supervisors \-1as higher than for the graduates, 

but the distributions of returns on the five agc~cy and community variables 

are. similar. Again, persons from sheriffs' offices are overrepresented 

(Table A.17) as are officers from Region G (Table A.17) and hence the metro 

area (Table A.18). Agencies in communities less than 1,000 and those with 

1 1-4 full-time officers are underrepresented (Table A.19 and A.20). As ex-

plained in the previous section, some of the differences in return distribu-

tions from state distributions are expected because of the small community 

exemption.' These expected differences are probably reflected in sample 

distributions. Differential response rates, however, seem to magnify the 

differences and create a sufficient bias in return distributions to ,'Tarrant 

caution in appr.opriate analyses •. 

CONTROL GROUP -- AGENCIES HITH UNTR-,UNED PERSOr.TNE.L 

All of the samples discussed thus far have been selected from lists of 

ECA-trained personnel. For t\-70 reasons it Has desirable to select a sample 

of agencies with untrained personnel. First, the sample ,.,ith untrained 

officers would serve as a control group to compare to samples of trained 

officers. Second, obtaining opinions on traini~g from officers in these 

agencies coqld help isolate their needs and desires should their training 

ever be required or further encouraged. 

A list of 240 conmlUnities exempt from mandatory training \-laS comp~ied. 

COlTTIl1unities that contracted ,'lith a sheriff's officer were eliminated and the 

remaining list was sent to the Training Boarn to check for agencies that sent 

~o statistical test is computed for these variables given the expected 
err.or in population and return data explained in previous sections. 

-----------------

.' 

• 

• 
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officers to basic training although it was not required. The list \-la5 

reduced to 187 and questionnaires were mailed to all of these. Ten commu-

nities responded that they no longer have a laH enforcement agency, result

ing in a tocal sample of 177.1 

Tables A.21 through A.24 contain information on the five agency and 

community characteristics for the cont~ol group sample. Population informa-

tion is included for reference, but this sample is not meant to be repre-

sentative of ' state agencies. On the other hand, it is meant to represent 

those agencies disproportionately excluded from samples based on EGA grad-

uates. Moreover, it is not feasible to assess representativeness of the 

returns in terms of the sample since cell frequencies are so 10107. The 

general response rate of 23% is so low and resulting cell frequencies so 

low that tests of statistical significance are not warranted • 

One cannot make any claims that the control group returns are r.epre-

sentative of exempt agencies and the 1m., N of 40 limits the analyses that 

are possible Hith these data. HO\-7ever, it is apparent that the agencies 

systematically excluded from previous samples (recall conclusions from the 

comparisons of three·.year ~nd supervisory samples to population data on 

agencies) are Hell represented in the control group. In particular, small 

agencies (1-4) in small. communities outside the metro area (Region G) con-

stitute close to 100% of the sample. 

~erusal of the 1977 Ninnesota La", Enforcement Directory (Department of 
Public Safety) indicates there were 173 agencies rather than 177. The 
Direc.tory was not available Hhcn the sample ,·laS drm,m. 

47 
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TABLE A.21 

CXJlITROL Group Sr":'PLS (ASS::CES HITH Utll'R.l\I1ED P2?:=:mr.EL): DISI'RIBUTI013 BY RSGIO:l a 

AGEN~IES IN 
FQPULATIOll CXJ!:I?OL SIIl-PLE CO!rrROL R::Tmt:s 

~ 'FREQU;;:,.CY Pi:::<CSr.'i" 'F2C:QU:::cr PERC::i[7 'FRZQUE1·r.;y P::rt2~~:J! RESFOnSE RII.T? 

A 45 081. 26 151. 3 081. 121. 

B 47 09 12 07 4 10 33 

C 48 09 21 12 8 20 38 

D 85 16 29 16 9 23 31 

E 99 18 36 20 10 25 28 

9 59 11 23 13 4 10 17 

10 67 12 22 12 1 03 05 

G 94 17 8 05 1 03 13 

'IOTAL 
Police 38 
Constable 2 
Total 545 177 40 23 

a. • 1\11 are police or constables . 

TABLE 1\.22 

CXJNI'ROL GIDUP SAHPLE (AGEf·:Crr.:S \'lITH UNI'RAH!£D PER::Prn-I2L) : 
DISI'RT8lJTIO::S BY DISTi'iH:::': FFO:·f 1·1~;·i'E'J :;'~:::Ii-' 

DIGTJU:CE FliOH 
J.1E'I'RO A.~EA 

Hithin Hetro Arca 

Hithin 75 Miles of 
}futro Area 

75 " 150 Hiles 
from l{etro /\rca 

!-Inc than 150 Hile::; 
froll! Batro Area 

'IOTAL 

AGE~IES IN 
FOPUL.!1,TIO!1 

'F'HEQUE~r:;'{ P~:RC::::r' 

94 1n 

173 32 

140 26 

138 25 
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a. All are police or constables: 
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031. 
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53 
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131. 
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31 

14 
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TABLE A.23 
CXJN1'ROL GROUP SA)·!PLE (II.GE/:CIES !'!ITH UlrrRAHED Pr.:R'-.JJ:!?iSL): DISTP..ISUTIot!S EY SIZE OF AGEi:c-r 

- .. 
AGE~:CIES IN CONTROL 
POPULATI o:.T SJl11PLE C01ITOOL RETUR~3 

• AGE~m SIZE 'pREQUE!):Y P::~:;::.~rl c FR:::QU.~:I:'{' 'EIEOli:; :.CY P::F.C:::J.i" RESPONSE RlITS 

1 iQ 27 821. 

• 2 ~ 5 15 

3 ~i1l 1 03 w8 
------------------~~---------------------
1-4 206 621. 8~ 33 100 

------------------~----------------------
5+ 125 38 g , 0 -
'IOTA!. 

N:> Data 91 7 
Total 422 177 40 231. 

a. All are police or constables. 
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il , 
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TABLE 1\.24 

CXJNl'ROL GROUP SAHPLE (1\GEN~IES HITrl m:mJl.I lED PERromlEL): 
DIS'l?IBUTIOI:S BY SIZE 0:' FOPV'LimC~; EERVED

d 

AGEi\'CIES Il~ CONI'ROL 
PJPULNrIO~: S.~·!?LE CO::"ImL lETl;;'?NS 

POPUL.mON SIZS ' F~EQU;~ ;,}:.:¥ ps?csm' I FR2QUEll':-::: I rF?2C.)U::=:c-r P'::EX:~:;r~1 RESPO:SE PJiT§. 

Less than 1,000 160 401. ~i:;J 37 931, 

1,000 to 2,500 91 23 ~§ 3 07 

2,500 to 10,000 93 23 ~~ 0 -
!·bre them 10,000 53 13 BiB 0 ~ 

~ 
'IO'I'l\L Q 

No Data 25 
Total 422 177 40 23'j, 

a. All are police or cOI1stable<~ • 
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." SUl':lHARY 

The previous six sections discuss the samples used for the survey data 

analyses of the training .evaluation.· The first three samples \Vere subsets 

of recent (1976-77) BCA basic graduates and representativeness of these sam-

pIes was assessed in relation to a population of recr,~its trained annually 

(1976-77) by the BCA. Three other samples were compared to state agency 

distributions. Chart A.2 summarizes the samples, the population to "\Olhich 

each was compared, and the variables on which sample (or return) distribu-

tions differed. 

The three samples (subset #54 and #55, follow-up returns, and supervi-

sory eva'lua tions of recrui ts) compared to the annual samp Ie of recrui ts are 

representative of the annual sample on agency type and size, but recruits 

from more than 150 miles from the metro area are disproportionately repre-

sented. These samples underrepresent the smallest communities, tend to 

overrepresent Regions E and 10, and tend to underrepresent Regions D and 9. 

Three samples compared to state-\'lide agency distributions ap.pe~r not 

to be representative of the state on all five vaFiables. One finds more 

sheriffs' offices, Region G (metro area) agencies, communities over 1,000, 

and agencies of five or more persons represented than one \VQuld expect on 

the basis of state-wide population data. Some of the differences can be' 

explained by the small community exemption Hhich would eliminate more police 

agencies, outstate agencies, small agencies, and small communities from 

samples derived from BCA Basic graduates. Thus, samples would not be so 

unrepresentative of agencies required to train their personnel as they arc 

of: all state agencies. Since exempt agencies .£.~ train their personnel and 
'. > 

might someday be required to train them, opinions from exempt agencies Hh:i,ch 
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CIIART 11,2 

S\l}l\-L\RY OF ASSESSHElITS OF SANPLES 

VARIABLES ON "mcl! DISTRIBUTIONS DIFFERED 
I ---, 

ACENCY POl'U!"\- AGE:NCY 
~ CO!-!Pt,R!:"D TO: TYPE COM/1EllT REGION Cm:XEmT DISTANCE CO~:J.IENT TION SI7.E C~!H~T SIZE CO~n-tEl:r 

':lo!~'!.r:, It';/,L~5, 1976,77 School Yenr B,C,10 ovarrapra- Parson. morc than Communitias lass 
Sprlr.;, In1 Sru::pla X sentedjD,9 undar- X 150 miles from X than 1,000 

reprasented metro arcu over- underrepresented 
represented 

r~1l0·.·.·1? !976-77 School Yenr E,10 overrapresented, Cmun1tie. of 
F'/.!~·.:r:-;s Sa~<?le X D,9 underrepresented X friid<lle Hze 
r;1.1~~t.:~':~~!i7 overrepresentad 

;·;?'::r",i, ~t;.r:1 1976-77 School Ycar E,10 overrepresented, Persons more than Cor"'luni ties o( 
?~t'Jr'r.s Sa."';>la X 9 underrepresented X 150 miles from X middle size 
t: 1:, ": '.r· .. !·'71t.... , m~tro areD over- ovcrt"C"pr~scntcd 

;,i, r,:, rcprcncntcd 

-------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------
s.'J::~r/i ~tj't'y Population of SherHfs' offiees Metro areD over- Communities less Site 1.4 under-

P·:t'.!rr.~ St.HI) AgQJ1cic8 X ovcrrcprc9cntcd' X C overrepresented X rcprcDctltcd X8 th"n 1,000 X8 
> repre.ented 

"; \-\ ~t:.t.!. IIFj4_ ul\uei'r~pre5ented 
57, I· 

'jt'-:\';~At~ Po;>u!a=1on of Sheriffs' oHices Metro area over· COl1111lmities Ie .. Size 1.4 unch"r .. 
?1.:t':rn5 ~Ult.c Agencies X overrepresented X C overrepresented X represented X8 than 1,000 Xlt represented 

I IT:. ir.eel 1973- underrepresented 
In!.) 

J f' .. -;f!t',/!s.,ry 7op'JI.tion or Sher!.((s' offices Metro area OVer- Comnun1tios les9 Size 1.4 under-
Pctt.:rns (of St;C')t.c A8C!ncics X overrepresented X C overrepresented X represented XD than 1,000' . Xlt represented 
tr.'j~~ tr"ined underrepresented 
117)·11.) 

n. llCC.11J'iC of c.:rror in povulat1on dntn, otat1sticnl tests were not calculated. .l -
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u h~ve been largely excluded from the various samples are still useful to 

obtain. Hence, the control group deliberately was selected from a set of 

agencies not required to train their personnel and thus taps opinions and 

perspectives of those in small outstate agencies and communities. 

This assessment of sample representativeness provides useful informa-

tion for various analyses reported in the text. Biases discovered here can 
4 

be noted or controlled "Then they are likely to affect statistical results. 
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